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;,(wthern Illinois University at Carbondale 
Check endorsing 
law set to change 
By Jackie Spinner 
StaffWrrter 
The University Office of the 
Controller is sponsoring a 
5e1.linar a[ 9 :l.m. tlday in the 
video room of the New Student 
Admissions Building to advise 
cam!1lJS employees on the new 
-::heck: encorsement 1a ...... 
The new law, wnich goes into 
effect on Sept. 1, will change 
l.;niversity policy of endorsing 
checks. 
According to the CO'.troUer's 
Office, all departments en-
dorsing check'! must "restrict 
their endorsement w within 
one-balf inch of the trailing 
edge of the check." 
The law was passed to speed 
the process of giving quicker 
credit, said Elene Swafford, 
vice president of Carbondale 
City National Bank. 
"It is going to be a learning 
process with everyone 
cooperating until the new 
procedure becomes nahIra1," 
she-'ldded. 
The seminar was designed to 
aid campus depositers in this 
transition. 
"It is strictly for on-campus 
depositers who make payment 
through the Bursar's Office," 
Rubv Bacon, assistant to the 
burSor, said. 
Although all departments 
who make payment will be 
affected by the new law, Bacon 
feels the Student Center 
probably will feel the most 
effect of the change. 
The Bursar's Office alrearly 
has received se\'eral calls 
siP.ce sending oot a memo 
about the new procedure 
~ursday. 
Any employee who is unable 
~ a~vi=:l ::a~ 
through the Bursar's·Office. 
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Brush off 
Robert tt.ys. a PhyslAl Plant work. from 
yr,~n FranIdart, paints the front of the pren 
box at Mcl.ndrew Stadium Thursday at-
wnoon. 
Morris Library is still full of hot air 
By Phyllis Coon 
Staf1Writer 
Temperatures are falling 
slowly in Morris Library, the 
dean of library affairs said. 
'The air conditioning is 
suJting to come on, but it 
hasn't made much of a 
change," Kenneth Peterson, 
dean of library affairs. and the 
library director, said. 
Library hours t.oday still are 
Du Quoin 
State Fair 
now open 
By 98th Clavin 
Entertainment Editor 
anc:lUPI 
The 66th annual Du Quoin 
State Fair will officially open 
on Saturday. Aug. 'n. at the Du 
Quoi ... Sta te Fairgrounds. 
Fair officials are expecting 
it to be one of the largest fairs 
ever and promise it to be ac-
tion-packed for everyone. 
More than 330,000 attend~ the 
faIT last year. 
Gov. James Thompson will 
greet much of the public 
durmg the event. 
The fair runs through Sept. 
5. 
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7:30 to 9 a.m., but the library 
will be closed Saturday and 
Sunday, Peterson said. 
Hours after the weekend 
have not yet been determined. 
"Everything is so hot, it will 
take a long time for it to cool 
down," Peterson said. "The 
temperature is still over 90 
degrees in the library and on 
some floors it is still as high as 
103 and 104 degrees" 
Du Quoin State Fair 
schedule of ac-
tivities 
Sat., Aug. 27 
Tractor Pui-ll a.m. 
Recreational Vehicle Display 
Balon Contest-l 0:30 am. 
Uvestock Shows 
lLmberjBclc SIlow--<!oon. 3 p.m. 
and6p.m. 
Grandstand Event-REO 
S;:leedwagon, 8 pm. 
Sun~ Aug. 28 
TraclOr Puil--floon 
Recreational VehICle Display 
Pom Pon CompetJIioo-l pm 
LNestock Shows 
Grandstand Event-Alabama 
wrthK T Oslin, 8p m 
Mon •• Aug. 29 
Agnland ExttiM 
LNestock Shows 
Back Seat Drr..ing Contest-l 
p.m 
Grandstand Show-aeach Boys 
wrth Sawyer Brown, 8 p.m. 
Peterson said Pbysical Plant 
employees feel the library will 
need the weekend to cool 
sufficiently. 
With the air conditioning off 
for the past two weeks, the 
library has suffered disrup-
tions in the computer systt.m, 
the telephone system and 
"we've even lost some of our 
lights," he said. 
The normal tempera ture in 
the library fluctuates from 
floor to floor, usually ranging 
from 72 to 78 degrees, Peterson 
said. 
"Occassionally the tem-
perature gets into the low 80s, 
but that's usually when we 
have trouble with the air 
conditioning The temperature 
has never been as high as it 
has been the past two weeks, .. 
Peterson said. 
The computer system should 
be operating when the tem-
perature falls below 90 
degrees, Peterson said. 
The air conditioning has 
been turned off durin,g an 
asbestos removal ana re-
insulation project in the 
library basement. 
Halloween committee discusses 
plan to close restaurants early 
By Kath' .. n DeBo 
Staf1Writer 
All businesses along the 
Strip may be required to close 
at 1:45 a.m. Halloween 
Weekend. 
During the Halloween 
celebration, Oct. 28 and Oct. 
29, food booths are required to 
close at 1:45 a.m. and places 
tha t serve alcohol are required 
to close 1 a.m. Currently, 
restaurants that do not serve 
alcohol are not required to 
close a t a specific time. 
According to the proposal, 
however, restaurants without 
liquor licenses would close at 
1:45 a.m. and be allowed to 
reopen at 4 a.m. Alcohol booths 
still would close at 1 a.m. 
At its August meeting, the 
Halloween Core Committee 
discussed the proposal, which 
will be made to the City 
Council. The purpose of the 
proposal is to get Halloween 
revelers off the Strip as soon as 
possible after the celebration. 
Other proposals to be made 
to the City Council include one 
that would require booths to 
prepare for inspections by 7 
p.m. on Friday of the 
celebration. This proposal is 
designed to give fire and police 
inspectors time to complete 
inspections before the party 
starts. 
~~~ebus~~llO::d~ 
have food booths to those that 
face South Dlinois Avenue. The 
current wording allows 
businesses that have South 
Dlinois addresses, but do not 
open onto South Illinois to have 
booths. 
The committee also 
discussed having the haunted 
house above WelL radio 
st.'\tion open six days with Oct. 
2d and r1 being limited to 
community groups such as the 
Girl Scouts. The haunted house 
would be open to the public 
Friday and Saturday of 
Halloween weekend. 
A road race may also be 
added if the University 
athletics adminis tra tioa 
supports it and offers cor-
porate sponsorship. 
One of the goals of the 
committee is to expand events 
offered at Halloween. 
Governor signs liability insurance bill 
CHICAGO (UP!) - illinois' 
7 million motorists will be 
required to carry auto liability 
insurance under legisIa tion 
signed into law Thursday by 
Gov. James R. Thompson. 
Under the plan, motorists 
will face fines and revocation 
of their vehicle registrabon for 
failing to obtain ;nsurance and 
to show proof of coverage 
when asked by law en-
forcement officials. 
"Although most Illinois 
drivers recognize their 
responsibility to carry suf-
ficient insuraDce, at least one-
fourth 01 the motorists 011 the 
road are uninsured, creating 
enormous frustration for those 
who pay insurance premiums 
bl.:t must still pay their own 
damages when hit by an 
uninsured driver," Thompson 
said. "It can happen to anyone. 
More than 60,000 uninsured 
driver'S are involved in ac-
C\dents each year." 
The signing concludes a 17-
year struggle by advocates of 
mandatory auto insurance and 
makes illinois the 40th state to 
have such a law. Major in-
surance companies fought the 
proposal, but said they are 
willing to cooperate with the 
law. They argued chat it would 
drive up the cost of insurance 
and would not significantly 
reduce the number of unin-
See INSURANCE, Page 8 
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South African government 
toughens apartheid rules 
CAPE TOWN, South Africa (UP!) - The government's chief 
spokesman defended moves Thursday to toughen residential 
apartheid laws and said forced evictions of blacks living illegally 
in wbite-zooed areas would be handled "as humanely as 
possible." The government's defense of amendments to ~e 33-
year-old Group Areas Act regulating where people may live on 
the basis of race came as a boycott. 
Polish leaders give Walesa note via church 
GDANSK, Poland (UPI) - The government delivered a 
message to Solidarity f'lUl1der Lecb Walesa through a church 
mediator Thursday in t!le fll"St sign communist authorities may 
talk to workers in a bid to end 10 days of labor unrest, Solidarity 
sources said. In nearby Szczecin, talks began TbW'sday night 
between striking dock workers and the port management on 
three woriter demands. 
Israeli officials defend deporting Palestinians 
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Israeli leaders Thursday defended the 
deportation of Palestinians accused of security offenses and said 
U.S.-Israeli relations remained firm despitebarsb U.S. criticism 
of the expulsions. ''We are not conducting a policy of expulsion," 
Prime Minister Yitzbak Sbamir told state-nm Israel Radio. 
''The United States is not responsible for order here, we are 
responsible ... 
Lisbon fire destroys historic shopping district 
LISBON Portugal (UPl) - A fire raged through Lisbc>n's 
historic shopping district Thursday, killing one man, injuring at 
least 42 other ~le and gutting dozens cf landmark 18th and 
19th century buildings. "It's a national catastrophe because it's 
our cultu.-aI heritage," said President Mario Soares, who toured 
the charred hillside area of Cbiado by foot to survey the damage. 
Fiscal 1989 deficit estimated at $144 billion 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Office of Management and Budget 
estimated a $144 billion deficit Thursday for fiscal 1989, still at $2 
billion below the point where the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law 
would force across-the-board budget cuts. In a report l'Equired 
by law. budget director' Jim MilleI' said President Reagan need 
not yet order the $10 billioo-plus in cuts. 
Noriega turns to Cuba, Libya to retain power 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Panama's military leader, Gen. 
Manuel Noriega, is turning increasingly to Cuba, Nicaragua and 
Libya to retain his shaky grip on power, the Panamanian am-
bassador said to the United States Thursday. Ambassador Juan 
Sosa, who represents Eric Arturo Delvalle, the Panamanian 
president recognized. by the United States, told a news con-
ference that Noriega ''is fighting for survival in a situation that 
is ruining the country." 
Motions heard In $700 million PTL lawsuit 
CHAR.LOTI'E, N.C. (UPI) - A federal judge Tbursday beard 
m{'tions in a $700 million lawsuit filed by PrL's lifetime partners 
against founder Jim Bakker and several associates in building 
the ministry's lavish Christian resort At issue was whether 
there was fraud and racketeering in the sale of partnerships. 
state 
Judge clears $14 million 
for state to help railroad 
CHICAGO (UPl) - A federal bankruptcy judge Wednesday 
approved a $14 million, slate-funded loan package to rescue the 
struggling Chicago, Missouri & Western Railway. The bailout 
package, wbich is expected to keep the rail line running througb 
I early 1989, apparently will head off a shutdown of the almost-
t cashless 631-mile n>gionailine, which runs between Chicago, St 
. Louis and Kansas City, Daniel Murray, the railroad's 
bankruptcy trustee, said. 
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Comedian pedaling on national scene SIlJ.C professor named president 
of music fraternity Man tJSA~ bicyde 
to gain attention 
By Brad Bushue 
SlaffWriter 
Equipped only Vrtth a Peugot 
tourmg bike, a few essentia i 
possessions and a sense of 
humor, comedian Tom 
Snyders pedaled his way into 
Carbondale for an opening 
comedy performance at BG's 
Old Tyme Deli and Saloon 
Wednesday. 
SNYDERS, 27, cycled his 
12,900th mile of his comedy 
career as he came into Car-
bondale for a four-day per-
formance. 
SNYDERS SAlD he has been 
zigzagging the country on bike 
since a trip to a Las Vegas 
engagement proved to be more 
than his car could handle 
mechanically. 
THOUGH THE Ottawa 
native and Illinois State 
graduate has endured the 
miles of 15 states - including 
the blistering desert of the 
West and. the steep hills of 
Missouri and Southern Illinois 
- his humor has not become 
cynical and be rarely con-
siders quitting, Snyders said. 
"I'D Jl:ST be another 
comic," he said. 
"I NEVER feel like giving 
up because I realize the bike 
thing bas become my source of 
success, my shake," Snyders 
said. 
"WHEN 1 to the club I'm 
working, all the pain from the 
trip is worthwhile because I 
get to t.am it up and do what I 
do," he said. " 
"I nev'er feel like 
giving up because I 
realize the bike thing 
has become my 
sour:e of success, my 
shake. When I get to 
the club I'm working, 
all the pain from the 
trip is worthwhile 
because I get to ham 
it up." 
-Tom Snyders 
THE ROAD has not always 
been smooth for Snyders. After 
working in Las Vegas, he 
traveled 1,600 miles in 16 days 
to Des Moines, Iowa, only to 
find the club had burned. 
SNYDERS ADMITS that his 
cycling to jobs is the reason for 
receiving national attention. 
HE RECENTLY worked on 
Tom Snyders' nationally 
syndicated NBC radio 
program and has gotten at-
tention for possible spots on 
Late Night with David Let-
terman and tbe Tonight Show. 
WITH ALL the miles 
traveled on the road, Snyders 
said he has time to think about 
what be's doing. 
"MANY PEOPLE think I'm 
crazy for doing what I do, but 
it's better than watching MTV 
and waiting to win the lot-
tery," he said. 
SNYDERS SAlD he hopes to 
write a book about his career 
on the road. 
~ ~ 
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S18" Photo by Perry A. Smith 
Comedian and cyclist Tom Snyders during his performance 
Wednesday night at BG's Old Tyme Dell and Saloon. Synders 
has ridden 12,900 miles during his career. 
By Kimberly Clarke 
Staff Writer 
Jervis Underwood, professor 
of music at the University, was 
recently elected national 
president of Chi Mu Alpha 
Sinfonia, the nation's largest 
and oldest professional 
fraternity for men in musiC. 
Underwood has been in the 
fraternity for 34 years, and 
most recp.ntly held the position 
of national vice president of 
Phi Mu Alpha Sidonia. 
"It is enormously satisfying 
to reach the point where I 
would be elected national 
president of the fraternity," 
Underwood said. "It is quite an 
honor." 
The fraternity was 
organized in 1898 with the 
purpose to "foster the cause of 
American music," Underwood 
said. The fraternity currently 
has about 4,000 active mem-
bers and 100,000 alumni, he 
added. 
However, with recent 
fmancial problems on the 
national level, Underwood said 
one of his goals will be to 
"straighten that out." 
At a previous na tiona 1 
meeting, there was a vote for a 
hefty increase in membership 
fees and dues and if it is 
supported by the members, 
things can "get back on 
track," Underwood said. 
"My goal is to see the 
fraternity in the pcsition to be 
able to do more fur American 
music," he added. 
Underwood has been 
teaching at SIU-C since 1971, 
and is a flutist with the 
nationally recognized ~ew 
Ame!"ican Woodwind Quintet. 
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Opinion & Commentary 
Controversy clouds 
candidates' stances 
NOW rnA T THE controversy surrounding Dan Quayle 
finally is beginning to fade, maybe voters will be able to 
discover what the Republican vice presidential nominee is 
all about. 
Most everyone knows where Quayle has been, but very 
few know where Quayle stancl3. 
We can dismiss his ducking the Vietnam war to escape 
the risk of getting his head shot off. Never mind that 
Quayle is a flag-waving chicken hawk who whole-
heartedly supported sending troops to Vietnam. 
We also can dismiss rumors - if they are rumors - of 
his alleged proposition to a Washington lobbyist and 
Playboy model Paula Parkinson, because, when it comes 
down to it, nothing happened and the only witness to the 
incident is Parkinson herself. 
AND WE CAN dismiss him for his recent flip-flop on the 
issue of granting Cabinet-level status to the Veterans 
Administration just five weeks after voting against the 
bill. 
We also can dismiss Quayle himself, but this is the man 
who in January may be just one heart beat away irom the 
presidency. So, who is Quayle and where does he stand on 
unportant issues? 
Now that all the "bum raps" are beginning to die down, 
maybe Quayle will get down to brass tacks and teli us why 
we should consider voting for the Republican ticket. But 
Quayle probably should play it safe and keep his mouth 
shut to a void any more controversy. 
To be fair, we also know little about the other can-
didates, and the little we do know is hardly enough in-
formation for anyone to feel confident about voting. 
WE KNOW GEORGE Bush was a World War II combat 
pilot shot down over the Atlantic Ocean and that he sup-
ports reciting of the Pledge of Allegiance and prayer m 
schools. 
We know that Michael Dukakis is Greek and is a cousin 
of Academy Award winning Olympia Dukakis. We also 
know that he never sought medical help for a mental 
breakdown. 
We know that Sen. Lloyd Bentsen is a conservative 
Texan who disagrees with Dukakis on almost every issue, 
whatever those issues might be. We also know that he 
never pulled strings to get his son in the Air National 
Guard. 
With only two months left in the race to the White House, 
and the little information available about the candidates, it 
is not surprising that a majority of Americans fail to vote 
at election time. 
State gives fair new life 
IT'S NICE to see a public official follow through on a 
promise. When the state bought the Du Quoin State Fair in 
1986, Gov. James R. Thompson vowed to restore past 
elegance to the rolling hill'S of the fairgrounds that was the 
showplace of Southern Illinois before economic hard times 
hit. 
Thompson, with a lot of bi-partisan support from the 
region's leaders, has followed through on that goal. 
VISITORS TO the fairgrounds will see freshly painted 
facilities, manicured grounds and a wholesome family 
atmosphere. That is what a fair should be: Something for 
the family. This year's fair offers a diverse schedule of 
entertainment, much of it free of charge. Ticket prices for 
many of the night shows are about a third of what concert-
goers pay at most venues. 
ADMISSION TO the fair remains a bargain. Parking is 
free and there is a $1 per person charge at the gate. With 
free exhibits ranging from livestock to technology, a dollar 
admission is quite a bargain. The truly frugal could spend 
a day at the fair and have a good time just for the price of 
admission. 
WE ARE GLAD the state has seen fit to keep this rich 
tradition alive. The fair once was a big event in the region 
and most counties sponsored one. We are fortunate that 
the state has rejuvenated this showcase of the county fair 
tradition, complete with the best of the region's farm 
products, the tastiest of the region's home cooking and the 
finest schedule of harness racing north of Kentucky. 
Quotable Quotes 
"He did not go to Canada. He did not burn his draft card. And 
he damn sure didn't burn the American flag," - Georgoe Bush, 
defending running mate Dan Quayle. 
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Viewpoint 
Female intelligence can be gauged 
by reactions to sight of balding scalp 
MILLIONS OF YOUNG men 
with thinning hair were surely 
feeling depressed after wat-
ching a network news show the 
other night. 
The show was about a 
prescription drug that the 
federal government has a~ 
proved for use as an anti-
baldness lotion. 
That might sound like good 
news, but it wasn't. 
For one thing, various ex-
perts said onl¥. a small per-
centage of balding men would 
be helped by the drug. And the 
twice-a-day dousing would be 
expensive and have to be done 
as long as they wanted to keep 
their hair. 
FAR WORSE, THOUGH, 
was a series of brief filmed 
interviews with young women 
at the beginning of the show. 
The women were asked what 
they thought of men who were 
bald or bad thinning hair. 
Between giggles and coo-
siderable eye-rolling, they 
said, in effect: "Eek." 
As I sat listening to these 
cruel creatures, I thought of 
the agony they were bringing 
to millions of young men. Mf:D 
who might be worthy, ad-
mirable, even heroic. Men 
who, through some genetic 
glitch over which they had no 
control, were born to be bald. 
AND THERE WERE these 
young lovelies saying that 
despite whatever noble 
qualities a man might possess, 
they would reject him on the 
trivial grounds that the foliage 
on the very top of his body did 
not compare favorably with 
that of some jungle beastie. 
So I decide(l to write 
something to comfort these 
young men and offer them 
hope for the future. 
My motive has nothing to do 
with any person~ baldness 
problem. AI; you can see from 
the picture in this column, I'm 
not bald. It's just that the top 
of my head is gone. 
THIS HAPPEIliED WHEN I 
applied for my first job as a 
columnist. An editor said I 
should ha ve my head 
exaniined. I took his advice 
and asked a doctor to examine 
my head, which he did, but he 
forgot to put the top back on. 
But that's another !itory. 
Mike 
Royko 
Tribune Media Services 
"He probably spends 
10 minutes every 
morning with a hair 
dryer and comb, 
getting it just so ... ln 
10 years, that's 20 
days of his life gone, 
just blowing hot air on 
his head." 
-Dr. I.M. Kookie 
We're talking about baldness. 
And, as I do with many 
complex subjects, I sOUS(ht the 
expertise of ..be prorrament 
psycbiatristDr.I.M. Kookie. 
I asked him why these young 
women reacted so negatively 
to the very mention of baldness 
or thinning hair. 
"YOU WANT ME to explain 
their reaction in clinic-al 
terms?" 
If you would. 
"Okay. They reacted the 
way they did because they are 
ninnies." 
Could you explain that in 
simpler layman's terms? 
"Yes. The intelligence of a 
female can be measured in 
inverse proportion to her 
reaction to the signt of a man's 
naked scalp. Or to put it 
another way, the more a 
woman thinks about how much 
hair a guy has, the lower her 
IQis." 
If true, that is a remarkable 
scienEfic finding. 
"DON'T WORRY, IT'S true. 
Only a ninny worries about 
head hair. Do they care about 
how much hair a ma" has on 
his legs? Of course not. So why 
do they care about how much 
he has on his head?" 
I hadn't thought of it that 
way. 
"And what good is it 
anyway? You take a young 
guy with lots of hair. He 
probably spends 10 minutes 
every morning with a hair 
dryer and comb, getting it just 
so. That's an hour a week. In a 
year, he's spent more than two 
whole days on his hair. In 10 
years, that's 20 days of his life 
gone, just blowing hot air on 
his head. And that doesn't 
count the time be spends 
getting it styled or combing it 
every time he goes in the john. 
A bald guy doesn't have to do 
that. So even if they live to the 
exact same age, a bald guy is 
going to live longer because of 
the time he saves. " 
so YOU'RE SAYING that 
the more intelligent women 
are not concerned about male 
hair growth? 
''That's right. An intelligent 
woman thinks a;,out other 
qualities that are a lot more 
important than superficial 
appearances. " 
You mean wit, humor, 
gentleness, and whether a man 
is trustworthy, reliable, good 
and true? 
"No, I meant money." 
Money? 
"Sure. You ever notice 
something about real rich 
guys? They can be bald as an 
egg aDd have a face like a 
newborn bird, but they ain't 
lonely. Intelligent women 
know that even guys with hair 
get old. But money gets 
younger. Even CD's will give 
you 10 percent over five years. 
Those ninnies on that TV show, 
they think a CD is some kind of 
disease." 
BUT WHAT ABOUT balding 
young men who aren't rich? 
What are they supposed to do? 
"It should be an incentive to 
them. They should learn how 
to do something useful, like 
insider trading. Now 1 lot to go 
pick something up at the 
c1eane.'S." 
A suit? 
"No, my spare hairpiece." 
Focus""·' 
On 
a 
break 
Students 
integral to 
local business 
By Richard Goldstein 
Staff Writer 
Where would Carbondale be 
without University students? 
About $85 million poorer 
according to a 1985 study of the 
economic impact of the 
University on the Carbondale 
area by Sam Goldman, 
Educationa! Aministration 
and Higher Education. Paul 
Sorgen, director of city 
finance, estimated that the 
students account for 30 to 35 
percent of the retail sales in 
the City. 
But students have a wider 
impact on City business than 
simply retail sales. From 
staying open extra hours at the 
bank the week before the fall 
semester to setting up a new 
system for turning on the gas 
and electric, Carbondale shifts 
to full-tilt with the influx of 
students coming back to 
campus in the fall. 
Joe R. Kestler, executive 
vice president of the First 
National Bank and Trust Co., 
~eekS' ~~r~ers/a~' :::es~ 
begins the bank will "open up 
as many ac~ounts in a day as 
we do in some months of the 
year." 
The tc',.ying business also 
boomf when students return to 
r::hool. James Jackson, owner 
of Jim's Towing ... nd Storage, 
Route 51 North, said his 
business increases about 50 
percent in the fall. 
hi~ac:U~i:!~ thfs m~~t!1ty :~ 
removing keys for peopJ-:: who 
have locked tnem in their 
vehicle. He said 20 percent of 
his business is towing ('ars off 
private property. 
Perhaps the hardest hit of 
the Carbondale enterprises in 
the storm-before-the-school-
Chang Kim, owner of Carbondale Shoe Repair, stitch .. the sole 
of a student 88ncial. Kim says 50 percent of his business Is 
year chaos is the hotel 
business. 
Scott Perry, a guest service 
representative for the Holiday 
Inn, 800 E. Main, said his hotel 
was booked solid for 7 days in a 
row before school started this 
fall. 
"It means a lot of extra work 
(for the employees) and a lot 
of extra money for the hotel," 
Perry~aid. 
But the Holiday Inn was not 
the only full hotel in the area. 
Perry said the night before the 
freshman moved into thE! 
d~rms, the nearest room to be 
had VI 'thout a reservation was 
in Cf ~ Girardeau, Mo. -
nearly 50 miles away. 
Business is brisk during the 
semester as well, Perry said. 
"W'len school is in, there's 
more University business, so 
we get more people visiting the 
students and more people 
visiting the campus," he said. 
But students do not often 
check into Carbondale hotels 
during the school year. 
Though Goldman's survey 
concludes that students spend 
less money in bars and 
restaurants than on groceries 
or housing the most visible of 
student activities is probably 
the daily congregation on S. 
Illinois Avenue, known as the 
Strip. 
The Strip is II natural 
meeting place for h'an-
sportationless dorm residents 
because of its proximity to 
campus and for everyone else 
in town because of its central 
location. 
Gatsby's Bar and Billiards 
Parlour, Campus Shopping 
Center, receives at least 80 
percent of its business from 
students, General Manager 
Ronnie Miles said. 
"Our business revenue 
skyrocked this week," he said. 
Miles said business for 
Gatsby's probably triples in 
the fall and spring semesters 
compared to summer and 
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Greg Faires, ABC Liquor Mart, says business session. He said they average about 50 kegs 
inCr6':1SioS about 75 percent when schO<'I is I~ a weak. 
:llatf Photos by C.meron Chin 
composed of SIU students In fall and spring. Kim repairs any 
leather Item, not just shoes. 
Doug Purviance prepares pizza for Ouatro's Deep Pan Pizzll. 
March on Washington set 
WASHINGTON (UP!' -
Thousands of people from 
across the country are ex-
pected to gather Saturday at 
the Washington Monument and 
march to the Lincoln 
MemorIal to mark the 25th 
anniversary of the March on 
Washington and Martin Luther 
King Jr.'s "I Have a Dream" 
speech. 
The 1963 march helped 
prompt passage of the 1964 
Civil Rights Act, the 1965 
Voting Rights Act, the 1968 
Fair' Housing Act and led to 
C""'eation of President John-
s~~:~J:k~~';e 1988 
Democratic nominee for 
president; Jesse Jackson, the 
civil rights leader and 
Dukakis's chief rival for the 
Democratic nomination; and 
Coretta Scott King, King's 
wife, are scheduled to address 
the anniversary march from 
the steps of the memorial 
where King delivered his 
address. 
Jurors deliberating in 
longest criminal trial 
NEWAAK. N.J. (UPl) -
Jurors began deliberations 
Thursday in the marathon 
racketeering trial of 20 reputed 
members of the Lucchese 
Mafia family and lawyers 
were ordered to remain in the 
cou'1.house to avoid further 
delays in the longest federal 
crimir.al trial in U,S. history. 
U.S. District Judge Harold 
Ackerman issued the order 
when it took more than 75 
minutes to assemble the many 
defense lawYers in court after 
tne jury delivered its first 
writter: question, 
"The judge had a great deal 
of trouble g~tting attorneys 
there on time," said Grady 
O'Malley. a prosecutor for the 
FBI agents deny 
they discriminated 
against Hispanics 
EL PASO, Texas (UP!) -
FBI agents testified Thursday 
that the bureau does not 
discriminate against 
Hispanics and said two people 
who are suing the agency were 
transferred or disciplined only 
be.:ause of their work per-
iormancen 
DThree-fourths of the FBI's 
404 Hispanic agents have 
joined in a discrimination suit 
brought by Bernardo Matias 
Perez, assistant special agent-
in-charge of the EI Paso 
bureau, 
The suit seeks $5 million in 
damages for Perez and back 
pay and promotion for all 311 
Hispanic plaintiffs. 
Two agents testified 
Thursday that two plaintiffs in 
the suit were transferred or 
disciplined because of their 
work performance and not 
because they were Hispanic. 
Agent Myron Hitch of the 
FBI's Los Angeles bureau said 
plaintiff Lionel Chavez was 
transferred off a SWAT team 
because he failed to show up 
when the team was called for 
emergencies. 
Hitch denied he is anti-
Hispanic and that he ever used 
the term "Spics" or "token 
Cuban." He admitted undf'.r 
cross-examination that be 
referred to Hispanic friends as 
"heaners" and "Mexicans." 
"We'd joke around in the 
office," Hitch said. "I've 
called Hispanic friends 
'heaners' and 'Mexicans,' but 
never meant anything 
derogatory by it. .. 
Agent Robert Butler of 
Tampa, Fla., denied that 
plaintiff Maria Villarreal was 
discriminated against. Butler 
said be is not anti-Hispanic and 
often spoke to agents about 
ethnic jokes in the office, 
"This kind of actiVity has no 
place in the FBI," he said. 
Government lawyers were 
expected to rest their case by 
week's end, cleanng Ole way 
for rebuttal l~timony Dy the 
plaintiffs' lawy~rs. U.S. 
District Judge LUCIUS Bunton, 
who is hearing the case 
without a jury, is not expected 
to make a ruling for weeks or 
months. 
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federal Organized Crime 
Strike Force in Newark. "It 
took a while for everyone to 
~ongregate." 
"The judge wanted all the 
lawyers within 10 minutes (of 
the courthouse) if the jury had 
a question, " she said. "But 
when the jury's notes came in, 
it took me 25 minutes just to 
call ",veryone. So the judge 
ordered them to remain here" 
whenever the jury is in 
session. 
The trial, believed the 
longest criminal proceeding in 
,n American federal court, 
was turned over to the jury 
Wednesday after Ackerman 
read his lOS pages of legal 
instructions. 
faElis 
Back For It's 21st Year 
Totaliy Unique To Anywhere 
WHAT 
IS 
FRED'S? 
WHO GOES 
THERE? 
WHAT DO 
THEY SERVE? 
Fred's i.n', laid bock, Fred's 
isn't image, Fred's isn't plastic 
Fred's is a party, Fred's is a 
celebration, Fred's is the fun 
of a Polish Wedding except 
with country music. 
Miners, Norge workers. college 
professors, and single students 
and entire families. Fred's is 
a place where everyone feels 
comfortable. 
Besides a great time ... Fred 
serves the food and set·ups. 
(Bring your own cooler and 
cut costs). 
U~'-=rppEARING SATURDAY 
~ lSI...... ! Silver Mountain ~(\ _ 'with Debbie Allen on Fiddle ~~I 
To r ... rv. a table call: 549.1221 
o lJ)'l'O"TN tl OlIO lIS 
For Your Further 
Convenience 
NOWOPEN'1 
Extended Weekend o:~ 
Hours! R.I 
__ ,I :! 
" ... so compelling, so powerful, 
so well-performed .. .1 can bardly 
wait to see BETRAYED again ... 
PowerfullO+ film:' 
- Guy-.IWIC.1V.I.os""""", 
DEBRA WINGER TOM BERENGER 
BETRAYED 
UNlTEDAIlTISI'S~IRWIN IIr'INKLER_,_ 
DEIIItA 1I,1NGEII. TOM IIERENGER 
.COSTA-GAVIWi ... IIETRAl'EIJ 
JOHN Hf.AIU) JOHN MAHONEY 
=il:lJOEE'Sll'EIU{AS IW. WI'OIAW: 
-:B1UCONll 
-"':':PAllUZIA ID!IO BlWillE!lSiT.lN 
~jOEE'Sll'EIU{AS 
-'lllllWIN WlNKLDl--::COS'lM:A\'JtAS 
""""~ ..... _~s-.. ......... 
c..._~ .... 
~~~.~-~ 
fri: 2:15, {5:15TWL}. 7:45,10:15 
Sat: 10:"5,2:00, (5:15TWL), 7:45,10:15 
Sun: 2:00, TWL), 7:"5, 10:15 
'1tfiresthe~ 
lO1JChes the heart. )odie Foster should 
an Oscar 11OIltinatiotL 
"Absolutely 
wonderful. It's like 
a beautiful mid-
summer daydream 
you hate to 
see end:' 
- Mfrey Lyons, 
SNEAK PREVIEWS 
- Rex Reed, AT THE MOVIES 
"Wannand 
wonderful. It has 
the makings of 
being one of the 
major hits of 
the year:' 
- Marilyn Bec~. 
CHICAGO TRIBUNE 
SYNDICATE 
MARK HARMON 'IODIE FOSTER 
STEALING HOME 
fIItaIIltUtlltil • ." 
dikUT~lI'lU:rAmr.: 
....... ~n\t),KAIIN"'ItIi.1DWl1A1.m Slwxfbll ~ti.\Do.·lUl:fImn·~'5!\EDWi 
)\~mUMrS~~.~ .. ~~=~-r;£~::;l:.s~::i~~ 
Fri: 2:00, (5:00TWL), 7:15, 9:30 
Sat: 10:.c5, 12:45,2:"5, (5:00TWL), 7:15,9:30 
Sun: 12:45,2:.c5, 7:15,9:30 
COME IN AND REGISTER FOR CARDINAL 
.ASE.ALL TICKIlS & A LIMO RIDE 
TO THE GAMEII 
Entertainment Guide IS~~ 
SPECIAL EVENTS: 
Du Qu6iD State Fair Aug. 27 
to Sept. 5; Du Quoin State 
Fairgrounds. 
Auditions - "Journey of the 
Footbound" Cali pre stage 
production; Parts for eight 
men or women; Aug. 30-31,4 to 
6 p.m.; Calipre Stage, second 
floor of Communications 
Building. 
Three Stooges FUm Febt 
Sept. 2-3; Student Center 
fourth floor video lounge; 7 
and 9 p.m. Admission is $l. 
Robert Cray Band in con-
cert, Shryock Auditorium; 8 
p.m. Sept. 8; Tickets on sale at 
Student Center ticket window 
and Disc Jockey Records in 
University Mall; All seats $16 
reserved.. 
Eddie Money in concert sm 
Arena; 8 p.m. Sept. IS; Tickets 
on sale Saturday at sm Arena 
ticket outlets; $15 reserved.. 
MUSIC: 
Jim Skinner, 9:30 p.m. 
Friday at P .K. 's, 308 S. Illinois. 
Discovery, matinee show at 
5 p.m. Friday and 9 p.m shows 
Friday and Saturday at the 
Holiday Inn, 800 E. Main. 
Mercy, 9:00 p.m. Saturday 
at Pinch Penny Pub, 700 E. 
Grand. 
Zwarte, 9:30 p.m. Friday at 
Gatsby's, Campus Shopping 
Center. 
Broken T'lys, 9:30 p.m. 
Saturday at Gatsby's, Campus 
Shopping Center. 
News Boys, 9:30 p.m. 
Sunda;V at Gatsby's, Campus 
Shoppmg Center. 
October's Child, 9:30 p.m. 
Friday at Hangar 9, 511 S. 
illinois. 
Tom Snyders, comedian, 
8:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
at B.G's Old Tyme Deli and 
Saloon, 1620 W. Main. 
DJ Shows, 9 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday at Ramada Inn's 
Oasis Dine and Disco, 2400 W. 
Main. 
DJ Show, 10 p.m. Saturday 
at Jeremiah's, 201 N. 
Washington. 
The Reform, 9:30 p.m. 
Friday and Sa turday at 
Alexander Cole's, 519 S, 
Dlinois. 
Saloonatles, 11 p.m. Friday 
at J. B's, De Soto. No cover 
charge. 
Big Larry and the Car-
bondale Blues Revue, 9:30 
p.m. Saturday at The 
Hideaway Lounge, 527 E. 
Main. No cover charge. 
Silver Mountain, with 
Debbie Allen on fiddle, 8:30 
p.m. Saturday at Fred's Dance 
Bam, Cambria. 
NEW MOVIES: 
Hot to Trot - (Varsity, PG> 
A talking horse teams up with 
an insecure stockbroker and 
together they learn about 
themselves, succes, and love. 
Young Guns - (Fox 
Eastgate, R) Emilio E~tevez 
and Charlie Sheen star In thIS 
life story of Billy the Kid and 
his fellow outcasts. 
Betrayed - (University 
Place, R) An FBI agent goes 
undercover to investigate a 
radical organization. Tom 
Berenger and Debra Winger 
star. 
Stealing Home 
(University Place, PGI3) 
Mark Harmon stars as a 
iading athlete returning to his 
hometown to relive tOe bit-
u..-swt:et memories of his 
youth. 
Hero and the Terror- (Fox 
Eastgate, R) Chuck Norris 
stars as a man nearly killed. 
and later fearful when a 
homicidal beast escapes from 
a mental institution. 
* * * .. '* .• ".* ~. Egyptian Dr!ve:-,~.* 
f.t.-141tNeoit1D w..-.1lO. AirPori:,~ 
Friday Saturdav Sunday 
1 ..... DurUaa • 
It ... atal AtUactloa • 
AdaltaS.OO 
__ 71111 __ _ 
*., 98II.aW6 • * . * 
SPECIAL 
1/2 PRICE 
STUDENT 
DISCOUNT RATE 
For more Info: 
come to the Student Center 
or call 529-5454 
ISouthern Ulinoisan/ 
Free Membersrup! 
FreePopcom 
Video Bonanza 
10 Tapes for $1 ~OO 
11 AM·tl PM Daily 
~~II'r~ 
M.@VII~ 
~@rm.@I*** 
41B BOUTH ILUNDIS 
CARBONDALE 
457·5125 
Ne .. to V.nlty Th_t ... 
Expanded Routes 
Chicago/Suburban Areas 
Discount Coupons 
Available-Labor Day 
Weekend 
nellet Sol .. OffIce: 
715 S. University 
(upstairs on 
the Island) 
For Schedule/Fare & Location 529-1942 
r------------- i ~ I ~ Makin' it great! I 
I -e- ""!r:-~~ 11:; ;n;,;"; I J . ..::::=:--~. ----, I 
r-----------COUPON------------j I 
1 Order a Medium Piua with 3 II 
: tc,pplngs or more & get '2 oft : I 
I Ii 
: :'''::=~~d::"ar;,u;~t=~:;::,'':~7~t:' r:;;~I:I::'. Inc I ! 
I I /2Oth c.nf C'G',h l'O/l4 ~ i 
L ______________________________ f 
---------------------------~ 
DAN AYKROYD 
JOHN CANDY 
GRLr 
OUTDOORS 
,PG Nightly 7:009:00 
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:00 
.~:;~ 
~ASSES~ 
DAlLY ~:~7:009:15 
SAT & SUN MATWEE 2:30 
The PRESIDIO 
SEAN CONNERY., 
MAR...t{ - <;-
HAKl'ION 
IE 
Nightly 7:15 9:15 
SAT & SUN MAllNEE 2:00 
A COMEDY CLASSIC! 
wandi 
METAO-GOl.DWVN· .... VER [!!] 
Daily":~7:159:30 
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:15 
r t\OT 10 TRo.,.1 
The funnit'st , 
talking hr,rse movie en'r! I 
ffi® ,:.:: .. :.,:,.,::'".:~"~:::~:,~ I 
Doily 5:30 7:309~30: SAT & SUN MATINEES 1 :303:30 
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On the rocks 
~-"-'-.' 
IIInld motorilla .. the road. 
"However. aiace it is obvious 
tbat our aeriouI caacema 
about tile defi ;., 1M CIf tba 
biD and ita ~ baft 
poe unbeeded, we wauId 
suaesL. aDd indeed urge, tbat 
the law be ~UI 
reviewed and ey.luateil 
periodicaly after it tate. ef-
fuet," aatd 8Gb Sc:buItz CIf tile 
IIIiDaia ~ IDfanDatiGll 
Service. 
~ CIf State Jim 
Edpr •• cbief........-tClftbe 
DIu. ~ AlJjtate aDd S~te 
PanD msuruce c:GIII.pI.DI.-
baft stated they would DOl be 
fan:ed torai8eratea beca\lleof 
tbeaewlaw. 
TIle pIan requires motorists 
to carry cards issued by their 
insurance companies in-
dicating they have liability 
iDsuraace t:L $20,000 for iD-
.. kiIliDg = 'for injuriDgODeor-:S 
more than one person 
$15,000 for property damage. 
Motorists -will bave to 
display their iDsur8J'.ce card&. 
Correction 
Soviet sociologist Igor A. 
Tammy Ste.art, senior In speech pathology. takes a break 
by the pond In frant of Mom. LIbrary Thursday. 
Kon, wbo is visiting SIU-C 
Aug. 31 through Sept. 5, will 
give biB last preseatatiOIl at 
noon OIl Sept. 2 at the Interfaitb 
Center. 
This information was in-
correct in Wednesday's Daily 
Egyptian. 
BUSINESS, from Page 5 
breaks. staff) ." students ... 
Miles, an electrical Miles said Gatsby's doubles ~lly, not a~ restaurants 
engineering major, said 30 of its staff during the school year. are mundated Wltb students at 
Gatsby's ~ employees are Quatro's Deep Pan Pizza, tbe start of the school year. 
;;ludents. He said student Campus Shopping Center, is Burt cannell, par~ owner of 
p<;troru; are more comfortahle another business that bolsters Tres Hombres, saId a sub-
,,·;·L beir,g served by tneir its staff when school begins in stantial number of his 
,-eijows. the fall. '!ustome.rs are students, but 
~n any coUege town, the Manager Jeff Formentini that doesn't prevent his 
~. c;rl:e!" turnover from said Quatros hires 10 to 15 business from actually 
5,,<3:;,,(:0:1 . a~d . ipcreased more people for the school decreasing as the students 
S~llC\ ,.yi.<; IS slgruflcant, but vear. come back into town . 
. J':' 1J~"t requires its - F"rmenlini said about 15 to Cannell speculated that 
~oworkuntil3a,m., 2OpercentofQuatro'sbusiness because many of his 
·5 e~:JeCially acute. is students, and though he customers are administrators 
':';':>' ',(' It,e first half Df thinks Lhf' ot:Siness would and faculty at the University, 
:, .~. going through survive \,,: ,haul them, "Our thi'! beginning of school means 
'. ,,:\\ gs.:s. For the busmes':" '.'i.:.Ll not nearly be less leisure time for these 
r.' ,,,0 :,,,,.,, :@ sUlble 51) sllf'r'·-"flil without the peopjP. 
r;-.--~:-
~~. 
~ 
. 
:_.OC:":3S:",,~.:..,,,&.. ...... S"":~~~3S5BS?s:.( .~ Central Bibi;:: College ~ 
(ChiAlphul'-lllli"lne;., ~ 
Extension Course ~ ~'-'lveying The Olc1 Testament I' 
D. Osten 8:J. Allen 
r 7;'JOprr. Tuesd.lYs, Thursdays I 
""JJree Hour Credit Course (, 
-""traUon 85.00 and TulUon 845.00 ~ 
(·1 . ~ begin on Thursday. September 8th 
F or in formation, call or stop at 
f~l~ Student Ministries Center 
j:oflh,-~ AsscmbJks ~,f(i'ldl 
501 West Main St . 
. . comer GfPoplar St. In CU7"OunduJe, 
c,Jhone: 549-0590, !!;::"'-2~81 
Bill's New Hill Liquor 
lltr 9" 
..u-........... . 
.~··············21. 
Se4gMm~ CtII:II'-
CObL£RS ~H liFt: 
.. ~ ............ ·2u .~ ............. 21. 
687·3211 
Old It.13&127 s. 
Murphysboro, II. 
Mon-Fri.10-10 
Sat. 10-11 
Sun. 12-10 
PICKING YOUR SEAT? 
No problem at the SIU Arena 
SIU Are ... concert tick." 
are alway. available at ••. 
• Disc Jockey-Univ ... aU 
• Record aar-Univ. Mall 
• Student Center C. T.O. 
• Rabbit Records-Marion 
• Main Street Records-
Mt. Vernon 
• Disc .Jockey-Mt. Vernon 
t§'\ 
SIU Arena 
l?l2.;!5l;,~l. 
RajaH' Cajun 
Saturday 
1./2 lb. of I'-uthentie 
. Cajun Crawfish 
Served with 
~~ Com-on-the-Cob & Potato 
"\ 8~;!J~t 
Louisiana Drink Soecial8 
c..J-M...,-'. '1..&0 S ___ p WaterS ••••••••• 
HarrI ... e •••••• 
\ 
Drug.~ bust in. central Illinois 
indicts 16 cocaine dealers 
SPRINGFIELD (UPI) -
SixteeD "major drua deUn" 
wen arrested ill kaIIIIl aad 
Tazewell CClUDtM. Tbunday em 
cocaine traffic:*iDC ~
foUowiDl a year·I_. m. 
vestigatioD by state, local aad 
federal law enforcement 
ageDCies. 
U.s. Attorney J. William 
Roberts said the iovestigatioo, 
called Operatiem Iroo Eagle, 
was undertaken by a task 
force of 14 state, local aDd 
federal law enforcement 
agencies. 
The 16 were indicted by a 
federal grand jury. In ad-
dition, 10 other individuals 
were charged in local in-
dictments in Knox County. 
''SeIDe (of tIDe arreatecl) 
were WCIItiIII ill eGIIIGI't, IICIIDe 
were IaIely re1IIted." said 
RoberI8, acIdiD& that _did DOt 
==-o.:,~ebaBeow!: 
to operate in. "We spect more 
arrest. - a IWIDber mOl'e. 
This is aD ODloina: iD-
vestigatiOll. " 
Ro6erts says the individuals 
were selliDg cocaine in 
quantities of $200,000 to 
$400 000 per week, depending 
OIl the substance's purity ana 
he estimated two dozen more 
arrests to be a "cl)nservative" 
number. 
"These are major drug 
dealers," Roberts said. "The 
members of this group sold 
multi-kilo amounta of oaine 
GIla weI!klY basil. OJ 
ODe of tbe iDdiYlcluala 
arrtated was a pard at tile 
Galesburg Correctional 
CeIlter. Be could face up to 141 
yean in prisoa and up to fl.25 
miUiOIl in fiDa. He resigned 
his poIt at the priaGD earlier 
this mootb. 
Roberta refused to say 
wbetber the inVestigatiOll was 
targeting other RUards at the 
prison, nor woulif he identify if 
any of the individuals could" be 
considered a kingpin or the 
distribution area onbe drugs. 
Police said they seized 
Knott's Music in Galesburg, 
run by another of those 
arrested. 
Airplane crash results in 3 deaths 
PEMBROKE PINES, Fla. 
(UPI) - A small airplane 
crashed into a shopping center 
and burst into flames shortly 
after takeoff Thursday, killing 
all three people aboard the 
plane and severely injuring at 
least one person on the ground, 
officials said. 
The six-seat Aerostar went 
down at about 3:30 p.m. just 
east of the Florida Turnpike 
after taking off from the North 
Perry Airport, about 16 miles 
north of downtown Miami, 
authorities said. 
Employees of a print shop 
Results negative, 
Murdale District 
boil order lifted 
The water boil order en-
stated Tuesday for the Mur-
dale Water Disbiel because of 
a break was lifted Thursday at 
2 p.m., a water district em-
ployee said. 
The boil order for the area 
between carboodale and New 
Era Road in Murphysboro was 
issued by Environmental 
Protection Agency regulation 
when a break from unknown 
causes occured in a water 
main in the Kinkaid-Reed's 
Creek Conservancy District 
and lowered water pressur'e 
!)eyond a usable level, water 
district employee Margaret 
Huck said. 
The order was lifted when 
test samples of the water were 
returned negative. 
struck by the plane said they 
escaped injury by fleeing the 
building just before fire 
engulfed the structure. 
But one woman entering the 
shop or just outside was badly 
burned and intense flames 
prevented firefighters and 
rescue crews from getting 
close to the scene for more 
than two hours. 
Ron Gardner, spokesman for 
nearby Fort Lauderdale. 
Hollywood International 
Airport, said the plane bad 
three people aboarii when it 
left North Perry and all three 
died in the crash. 
"As far as we know, those 
are the only three fatalities," 
said Gardner, acting as 
spokesman for local 
authorities. 
1'he plane crashed into a 
shopping center with a print 
shop, a gift shop, a Weight 
Watchers store and a 
television repair store, with 
most of the wreckage in the 
print shop, Gardner said. 
The names of the three dead 
were not immediately known. 
***COLLEGESTUDENTS*** 
Secure your college money with the Illinois Army 
National Guard. We will provide you with: 
4 Year Paid Tuition 
$140.00 per month for expenses 
$10,000 or more Student Loan Repayment 
I 
Drill pay each month 
$50,OCO in low cost Life Insurance 
,Join now and attend Basic Training in the summer. I 
With these benefits available, you can EARN your 
college education. Call your local Army National. 
Guard recruiter at Carbondale, 457-0552; I 
Carterville, 985-3578; Mt. Vernon, 242-3291; Westl 
Frankfort, 937-2882; Cairo, 734-0955; sparj 
443-525l. 
"IN "rEST ~lentl~~ 
A Servlwof ISfA Corporcdlon 
M.mber NASD SJPC 
ONE-STOP FINANCIAL 
SHOPPING FOR ALL YOUR 
INVESTfAENT NEEDS 
Now, "one·stop" financial shopping for all your 
investment needs. Stocks, bonds, annuities. . 
Whatever your needs. we'll help you reach t~ur I 
financial goals. Call your INVEST Representative today. 
, 
, 
4!7.7828 500 w. Main St. I 
n.. CJbaoye. neurin •• and insurance products 
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Poshard's bid obtains boost 
AFL -ClO, veterans 
give their support 
to state senator 
B, Scott Perry 
Staff Writer 
State Senator Glenn Posbard 
received the support of two 
important organizations 
Thursday in his bid for the 
22nd District's Congressional 
seat. 
In a news conference before 
leaders of aru Veterans of 
Foreign Wars, Posbard an-
nounced the beginning of 
Southern Dlinois Veterans for 
Posbard and received the 
endorsement of tbe 22nd 
District Committee on 
Political Education, tbe 
politicL arm of the AFL-CIO. 
dorsement of Posbard for 
Congress. 
Smith called Posbard a 
leader in the lllinois Senate for 
sponsoring and getting im-
portant l~islation to the 
state's working class pas&ed. 
During his three years in 
Springfield, Poshard bas 
sponsored six acts beneficial to 
labor: Labor Managemt".nt 
Council Legislation, State of 
Dlinois Corrections Employees 
Retirement Bill, Plant ClOSIng 
Notification Act, Unem-
ployment Insurance Act, 
Collective Bargaining for 
Public Employees and Suc-
cessor Clause Legislation. 
"The.-e is no question about 
it. This is clearly the candidate 
of the working men and women 
of the 22Dd District,.. Smith 
said. 
political office, "the laws don't 
prohibit us from. helping," said 
Chester Speers, of the Anna 
VFW, and that is what the 
grou~ hopes to do with the 
starting of Southern Dlinois 
Veterans for Posbard. 
"We are now entering a 
period in the federal govern-
ment where the congressman 
will be very, very active on our 
bebaH, " Stanley Macieiski, 
commander of the Chester 
American Le!nOb and lifetime 
member of the VFW , said. 
"And we want a mao of his 
caliber to represent us." 
Posbard, bimseH a veteran, 
bas most recently co-
sponsored legislation to build a 
veterans bome in Anna, which 
Gov. James Thompson bas 
signed. Posbard is "a proven friend 
to working men and women in 
the 59th (District)," Ed Smith, 
representative of the AFI.-
CIO, said, as he announced the 
labor organization's en-
"We don't expect nothing for 
Although the VFW bylaws no~, but we do expect him 
prlwbit the organization from to be m our comer when we 
enckning a candidate for needbim," Macieiskisaid. 
Veterans request help now 
to battle problems in future 
B, Scott Perry 
Staff Writer 
"We're facing a drought of 
votes in the Congress of the 
United States as far as 
veterans are concerned," a 
member of the Veteran Affairs 
Committee said. 
Lane Evans. D-Rock Island, 
came to ~.arlon Thursday, not 
only to telp state Sen. Glenn 
Poshard with his campaign for 
Congress, but also to enlist the 
newly formed Southern Dlinois 
Veterans for Poshard. 
"We've got to stand up for 
the veterans of this country. 
Not only out of a legal sense 
bu, out of a mora) sense, " 
Evans said in a speech to area 
members of the Veterans of 
Foreign Wars. 
"We are sending a message 
to today's armed forces," he 
said. 
Evans told the group that the 
morale of tt.ose serving in the 
armed forces is in danger 
because 0: the way the ad-
ministration is handling 
America's veterans. 
fath~ !3broS:ers ~ ~ 
treated by the Veterans ~ 
ministration, it may reflect on 
their morale." 
Evans said that D(\ matter 
who wins the race for the 
White House, "veterans 
programs face cuts if we don't 
do something about these 
problems." 
Among the state problems 
mentioned were Gov. James 
Thompson's attempts to close 
state veteran assistance of-
fices and the lack of state 
funding for nursing homes. 
By 1990, Evans said, half the 
male population over 65 will be 
comprised of World War II 
vetera llS, needing the 
assistance they were promised 
when they enlisted in "the 
great war." 
But the problem isn't just 
one for the veterans, Evans 
warned. 
"It's going to burt veterans 
and non-veterans alike 
becaL:e its going to have some 
impact on the Medicare 
~ and all of us who use 
hospitals. " 
"The battle to fIght these 
budget cuts" bas brour~t the 
veterans of all wars ~etber, 
but the war isn't over yet, 
Evans said. 
How To 
1vi.~\e .An En~nce. 
BILL GLODIGH HONDA 
"5" SONS & "2" PRINCESSES 
209-17 WEST MAIN 
WEST FRANKFORT. Il &2896 
YEAR END CUAltANa SAl( 
THE NONTRADITIONAL STUDENT UNION (NSU) 
Wants To Meet You 
Students attending StU, Answer the follOWing questions: 
If You Are Over 25 (whether a full or part.tlme student) and you: 
Are Married, Divorced, Widowed, or Single 
or 
Are Disabled or an International Student 
or 
You have children 
and 
You returned to college after having another career or 
after spending time as a homemaKer? 
THEN you are a Nontraditional Student, and the 
Nontraditional Student Union has bee • formed just for you. 
To get information pertaining to nontrad prcolems and 
to help develop programs and activities for nontraditional 
students at SIU, become a member of the NSU. 
W(;tch for announc~ments for our next NSU.lJ'tfHHing.. 
or 
For further Information ca~1 the Non-traditional Student Services, 
453-2829 or Kay Riesch, 453·2494. 
(~.;a--.-------... -----
P<iJ,!E 'Dali:,' Eg''T>ti?" A ngvst ~6 1;.sR 
Vets center coming 
to Southern Illinois 
B,ScottPwry 
Staff Writer 
There will be a veterans 
home in Anna. 
Gov. James Thompson 
signed legislation approving 
the construction of a 
veterans bome, adjacent to 
the Clyde L. Choate Mental 
Health Center in Anna. 
The bill, C»6ponsored by 
state Senators Ralph Dunn, 
R-Du Quoin, and Glenn 
Posbard, D-Carterville, lU1d 
state Representatives 
Bruce Richmond, D-
Murpbysboro, and Jim Rea, 
~topher, will allot $3 
million toward the new 
faUlity. 
Con.::tructioo is scheduled 
to begin in 1989, with 
=-~~on expected by 
"This project has been 
nearly ten years in the 
August 29, S8 
12 noon and 7pm 
rnakiJJg and 1 am extremely 
excitecI to see the 0DeiI~ 
project DOW get underway. ' 
Rea said. 
Originally, plans were 
made to renovate two 
existing buildings, but the 
cosUy removal of asbestos 
would have made the 
project economically un-
feasable, a news release 
said. 
''The money is in place 
and now it's just U:.e matter 
of building it," Dunn said. 
J;I: J~~~d ~ ~s':: 
and the first in Southern 
Dlinois. 
"I am very pleased that 
the governor understands 
the need for such a facilitx 
in Southern nIinois,' 
POIdIard said. 
Mr. Rossman will be performing trick and fancy shots. 
one arm shooting, audience choUenge,. technical 
odvic.e and instructions for those that want to improve 
their game. Spectators are welcome. 
Admission Is Freel 
Cutbacks decreasing quality of business school 
~:!e~~ Alba get the computer in their office compared to senior faculty, 
. G tt 'd I, J th I k f . or the extra graduate "but when it comes down to ~le College of Business and U en ge lee s e lac 0 appropnate assistants," he said. offering the class or not, there 
Administration is feeling the funding is a cummulative problem which if not When instructors do leave, is really no ('hoice." 
effects of budgetary cutbacks. ' . they are replaced by term 
Thomas Gutterldge, dean of corrected may lead to both studenrs and faculty which are contracted Gutteridge feels the lack of 
the College of Business and faculty looking to other unl'ver~/'t'es by semester or year. These appropriate funding is a 
Administration, said the v I . faculty members are usually cummulative problem, which 
college is "scrimping &:ld recent MBA graduates and are if not corrected may lead to 
scraping" to get by on , "at paid less than tenured both students aud faculty 
funds are aV3ilable. want to attend conferences, faculty members this year due members. They usually teach looking to (jther universities. 
The areas being hit are in the which usually run between to cutbacks. Gutteridge said the introductory courses. 
allotments to laculty for $300 to $800," Gutteridge said, that the college is losing the "I don't feel comfortable 
travel, telephone, and office "This is cutting back on our "professional advantage" in doing this," said Gutteridge, 
equipment. "Some of the ability to compete with peers attracting and keeping adding that these : .... 'structors 
faculty will have to pay the at other universities." faculty. "They (faculty) move do not have the wealth and 
travel cosis themselves if ;ney The college has lost six on eisewhere, where they can diversity in experience as 
Gutteridge, who supports a 
tax increase, said that one will 
definitely be needed by June of 
next year, otherwise "All bell 
can break loose" 
International group active 
Council involved 
in helping students 
interact on campus 
By Diana Mlvem 
Staff Writer 
M. Ali Firouzi, International 
~=~:kecf&s~=!ai: 
achieve ~tter communication 
and more interaction between 
international students and 
students from the United 
States. 
"ISC was very active and 
productive during the sum-
mer," Firouzi said. 
Carbondale's World Fair, 
held this summer at the 
University Mall, was 
organized by! the Carbondale 
Governor against 
tax increase for 
Kentucky schcvls 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPIl -
Despite comments to the 
contrary by a cabinet mem-
ber, the governor said Thur-
sday lawmakers would not be 
considering any tax increases 
for education during the 
special session he plans in 
January. 
"Let me say one more time, 
so we'll be sure about this, 
there will be uo tax increase 
(on the agenda) in the special 
session of the General 
Assembly;' Gov. Wallace 
Wilkinson said. 
Wilkinson made the com-
ment concerning Education 
Secretary Jack Foster's 
published remarks fallowing 
an address to some ~ state 
officials gathered in l.AJjsville 
for the annual Governor's 
Local Issues Conference. 
"He's the governor, he 
df.cides what's in the call. He 
decides what he is going to do 
about revenue - not the 
secretary of education," 
Foster told Uuited Press In-
ternational. 
The governor announced the 
January date to bring 
lawmakers together in 
Frankfort last Friday, with a 
statement saying tax in-
creases would not be on the 
agenda. 
But published reports quoted 
Foster as saYlDg, "The 
governor's statement about 
taxes is Dot an irrevocable 
position." 
"I am open to funding 
education if I think it's needeil 
and if we get the proper 
framework in place," after the 
special session, Wilkinson said 
Tb~~ter explained, "The 
question that I was asked was 
that the legislature is con-
cerned about money for the 
(education) program. And I 
said we agree on the programs 
first, then we'll talk about the 
money. 
Chamber of Commerce and 
the ISC, Firouzi said. 
"This was the first time 
something was done off 
campus and it proved very 
successful," he said. Activites 
included artifact exhibitions 
from different countries, an 
int€>rnational fashion show and 
the opportunity to meet others 
from different cultures, 
Firouzi said. 
Firousi said people from 
many towns around Car-
bondale att'mded the summer 
fair. He said he would like to 
see the fair made into a annual 
function. 
Firouzi said he and other ISC 
representatives attended the 
40th anniversary conference of 
the National AssocatJ.on f(' .. · 
Foreign Student Affairs in 
Washington, D.C .. May 30 to 
June 2. 
"We took a vidoetape of past 
ISC activities including the 
International Festival, the 
cultural show and the fashion 
show," he said. Firouzi said 
NAFSA was very impressed 
with the activites. 
''They couldn't believe these 
activites were put together by 
students," he said. ''They 
(NAFSA) said the programs 
looked very professional," 
Firouzi added. 
An ISC office in the 
basement of the Student 
Center is under construction, 
Firouzi said. "Hopefully the 
office will be completed 
sometime this semester," he 
said. This ISC office will be an 
interactir.g place for American 
and inte;-national studen.s, 
Firouzi said. 
.... Great South&rn Bash .. ~'mllII'IIIII". 
Happy Hour 
(until 9:00) 
Jumbo Southern Brews $1.75· 
50C Drafts 
$2.50 Pitchers 
'1.00 Cans 
ISaturdaY! 
Southern Illinois Veterans' Club Benefit 
AII-You-Can-Eat Pig Roast 
(starts at 5:00) 
KINKO'S 
PROFESSOR PUBLISHING 
SAVES STUDENTS 
TIME AND MONfY 
Let Kinko's Profess()r Publi~hing help organize your 
supplementary class maleria!s this term. 
kinko's~ 
Acn. ..... IIU-On ............ 
Sun.·Tues. 
lOam·3am 
Wed.·Thurs. 
lOam·~o:;m 
Fri.·Sot. 
10am·Sam 
51t9-0788 
Q 412E.Walnut 111 Carbondale 549·7212 ~ - We accept phone TACO orders tor pick-up 
'BELL 
Grilled At The Border 
Try Our New 
Chicken Fajita 
JOpm to close: &eon Burritos and Tacos 
.59¢ 
r------------------------, I Buy Two Burrito Supremes and II 
I Get One FREE I 
L_.!.~'..!."-~~~~/~~n!~~~~~.:.!'::I~~_J 
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Enrollment for mad school 
plummets to six-year low 
CHICAGO (UPI) - Medical 
school appears to be IOding its 
cachet fOr u.s. students, as 
applications and eurollments 
declined in tbe 1987-88 
academic year, the American 
Medical Association said 
Tbursday. 
Applications to medical 
schools fell about 10 percent, 
from 31,323 in 1~ to 28,123 
in 1987-88, with about 61 per-
cent of applicants winning 
acceptance, Anne Crowley, an 
AMA analyst reported in the 
association's journal. 
First-time enrollment in 
U.S. medical schools was down 
[or the fifth straight year, and 
total enrollment hit 65,742, a 
six-year low. 
"Despite the decline in 
number of applicants, the 
percf'ntage of 'A' students 
entering has increased and the 
average Medical College 
Admission Test score of en-
teriDg students remains bigh," 
Crowley reported. 
Most of the decline in 
numbers of medical studA",ts if 
due to declining enrollm",nts of 
white males. While their 
numbers have dropped more 
than 13 percer,t over the last 
four years, the number of 
black females starting 
medical school rose about 32 
r:r~. a~~la~~ m:fes b!~ 
been steady, the AMA said. 
About 36 percent of the 
students beginning medical 
school are women, the AMA 
said. Blacks, making up about 
12 percent of the U.S. 
population, account for only 
about 6 percent of the students 
entering medical school. 
Hispanics and Native 
Americans also are under-
represented, while "Students 
of Asian or Pacific Island 
ancestry are over-
represented, comprising 8.9 
percent of medical school 
enrollment, but only 1.6 per-
cent of the general 
population," theAMA said. 
- One reasOll medical school 
may be losing its appeal is 
cost. A study by Paul Jolly of 
the Association of American 
Medical Collf'ges, also 
published in this week's issue 
of JAMA, sbowed 82 percent of 
1987 medicm students were in 
debt when they graduated, 
owing, on average, $35,621 - 6 
percent more than the year 
before and an all-time high. 
Jolly and his colleagues 
reported that 17 percent of U.S. 
medical grad'J<\tes owed more 
than $50,000. The researchers 
said, "Heavily indebted 
students are more likely to be 
oldf'I, female, and members of 
IHinority groups under-
represented in medicine ... 
Group criticizes school food 
Lunches contain 
too much sa'!, fat 
to meet standards 
WASHrNGTOl\: ({":PI) - A 
cunsume!' group criticized 
school cafeterias Thursday for 
::.erving lunches so loaded with 
fat. salt <ind sugar that th~y 
fail to meet decade-old 
government dietary guldelines 
and new ones by the surgeon 
general. 
With schools gearing up for 
the new academi.c year, Public 
Voice lor Food and Health 
Policy u;sued a report that 
urged the National School 
Lunch Program to serve the 
dual role of giving nutritious 
meals to students while 
establishing healthy eating 
habits. 
Executive Director Ellen 
Haas noted that Surgeon 
General C. Everett Koop 
recently documented five of 
Ule 10 leading causes of death 
are linked directly to poor 
eating habits, such as too 
much fat and sodium and too 
little fiber. 
Mvreover, Koop's report 
came nearly a deca"e after the 
departments of Agriculture 
and Health and Human Ser-
vices issued dietary guidelines 
that stressed similar 
precautions. 
Haas complained that the 
government has done little to 
insure nutritional guidelines 
are followed in the school 
lunch program. Sbe said. 
"Many schools around the 
country continue to serve 
lunches loaded with saturated 
fat." 
For examples, Haas 
described bow school 
cafeterias often top fatty bot 
dogs with chili, offer ham and 
cheese toppings for a simple 
baked potato, and frequenUy 
have fried foods on the menu. 
"Not only has (the govern-
ment) not seen to it that 
schools cut back on fat, but 
many of the foods provided to 
the schools under the com-
modity purchase program 
contribute to the high-fat 
menus served, .. she said. 
Suzanne Harris of the USDA 
Food and Consumer Services 
agreed that school lunches 
should be consistent with 
dietary guidelines but stressed 
that scientific evidence does 
not support setting 'absolute 
daily intake levels of sugar, fat 
or sodium for children. 
Harris said. "Contrary to 
what is iJnplied by Public 
Voice, the surgeon general 
recently issued a report 
stating, 'No data are available 
from prospective studies to 
demonstrate that feeding 
cholesterol-lowering diets to 
children can either support 
normal growth and develop-
ment or reduce later heart 
disease rates. '" 
Fire destroys college landmark 
BLAIR, Neb. (UPI) - A fire 
roared through Old Main, the 
Dana College landmark 
building on a hill overlooking a 
Missouri River valley. 
~urs:J" =:~g ::ls:! 
"almost irreplacable" chunk 
of history. 
"It's the symbol of Dana 
College," said Myrvin 
Christopherson, college 
president. "For those 
associated with the school. a 
little bit of Dana dies today." 
Christopherson said the fn 
broke out in the "~I1beast 
corner of the l03-year-old 
structure that was two-thirds 
renovated two years ago at a 
cost of $600,000 to$1 million. 
Blair Fire Chief Steve Brown 
said fJrefaghters Irvington, 
Kennard and Herman jOioecl 
his units in response to the 
blaze, reported about 5:15 B.m. 
by a cleaning lady. 
A Blair firefighter was taken 
to Blair Memorial Ccmmunity 
Hospital where be was treated. 
fOl" smote inbalatiOll and beat 
exbaUStiOll and released, a 
hospital spokeswoman said. 
Blair is about 30 miles 
nortbwestofOmaba. 
~WELCOME STUI?ENTS 
P LAC E' Vienna. V. SpeCial "Your Complete ~ Beef Sandwich Shop" ® 
521 S. minois Ave. All Beef "Chicago Style" 
~ 9ie --_~"I) 
Come in & choose from 
our complete line of 
sandwich items 
Good Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 
Check Our Dai Iy 
Spedals 
Call For Delivery 529·5020 or 549-1013 
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~4,. .. e,i. Fri. & Sat. (music starts at 9:30) 
~~5PCJ' October's 
Child (0 IP . M .) rigina rogresslve USIC 
HAPPY HOUR HAPPY HOUR 
3·8 3·9 2 for 1 3 Been for a Buck Mixed Drinks 
lrd Annual Battle of the 
Bands-Sign UP Now at Sound Core 
Hangar Hodine 549.1233 Sat: 3 Been For A Buck 'til 9:00 
little Wing Presents 
TIckets On Sale Saturday at 9:00 A.M. • 
...... ___ IIabIe .. .... 
.... 0IfIce Gftd DiK JacIwr .... 1n Cartoondole. 
SHOW ME CENTER +_,_ ... _' ..... __ ..0: •• 
Cell (314) 651·5000 for 24 Hour VISAIMASTERCARD ordera 
Riding is fun 
on a Riva 
'699." 
+FRT 
setup 
Riva SO. Convenient electric . Enjoy g
e
"
in9 around town on a f4 
starter and automatic shift make ~
it as easy as it is fun. See for 
yourself with a test ride today. 
~YAMAIIA 
Yamaha. Suzuki - Kawasaki 
of Marion 
305W.Main 
Marion,l:' 997-4577 
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Inflation at highest 
point in six years 
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Inflation hit a six-year high in 
tile second quarter as the 
nation's "boom-like" economy 
GlI'ew oif a $2.4 billion drought 
loss and grew at a 3.3 percc!nt 
annual rate, the Commerce 
Department said Thursday. 
The White House hailed the 
solid growth, t-ut the repor' 
contained a danger signal. 
Two measures the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis uses to 
adjust fOf' price changes and 
estimate the economy's un-
derlying inflation rate shot up 
in the second quarter. 
''This report shows a boom-
like potential," said Allen 
Sinai, chief economist for The 
Bostoo Co. "We're into a boom 
with the kind of inflation that 
accompanies a boom, and 
that's a surprise to most 
people." 
The fixed weights index, 
which corresponds most 
closely to the more commonly 
cited Consumer Price Index, 
and the deflator, which takes 
into account the composition of 
the GNP as well as price 
changes, both hit their highest 
leve1s since the Utkd quarter 
011982. 
The fixed weights index was 
4.7 percent in the second 
quarter, up from 3.5 percent in 
the first quarter, and the 
deflator rose from 1.7 percent 
to5.1 percent. 
The bureau said the increase 
was caused by higher prices 
for food, energy and clothing. 
Tn Los Angeles, where 
President Reagan was 
~U::°;::!aterSp~~:mu: 
figures and said, "Inflation 
remains low and under con-
trol." 
James Miller, director of the 
Office of Management and 
Budget, said in Wasbingtoo the 
~~~a~~t:. 
flation" and toJd reporters, 
"We think the markets are a 
little unduly concerned about 
inflation. " 
The Bureau of Labor 
Statistics reported this month 
that the July Consumer Price 
Index jumped 0.4 percent, an 
Kfttt)\L)\ 
annual rate of 5.2 percent. 
"T:ie priCes of what we're 
Duying right now are nsing 
faster Ulan we thought they 
were'" said Robert Dieli, 
senior t;Conomist with The 
Northern 1'rust Co. of Chicago. 
"It's not n .... "'"!SSarily good 
news. 'Jut we can explain it, so 
in that regard it's not as 
disturbing. " 
The nation's economy would 
have grown at an even brisker 
4.3 percent annual rate except 
for the long drought, which 
sliced $2.4 billion off tot&l 
output of goods and services in 
the second quarter, the bureau 
said. 
The total loss of crops and 
livestock for the year is now 
estimated at $14.3 billion, most 
of which will fan in the second 
half, the bureau said. 
The 3.3 percent, or $32 
billion, annnal growth in gross 
national product in the second 
quarter was better than the 3.1 
percent rate the bureau: 
forecast last month but on the 
low end of analysts' forecasts; 
which ranged from 3.2 percent 
to4 po..rcent.. 
Sinai suggested the 
Democrats might be able to 
make some political hay with 
the GNP report. 
"The political debate will 
more and more be stressing 
the inflationary consequences 
of an overheated economy ... 
as a result of big deficits and 
heavy borrowing," be said. 
"I'd be surprised if tbe 
Democrats didn't pick up on 
that." 
The administration bas set a 
3 percent growth rate goal for 
this IP.ar and the economy 
wouJ have to grow at only a 
modest 2.7 percent annual rate 
in the second baH to meet that 
goal. 
Continued faster expansion 
could overheat the economy 
and prompt further measures 
tocool it olf, analysts said. 
The Federal Reserve Board 
raised its benchmark discount 
interest rate Aug. 9 from 6 
percent to 6.5 percent as a 
signal it means to curb in-
flation even at the risk of in-
creasing unemployment. 
FJt5TfDOD 
802 S.lllinois 529·3388 
Eggrolls-80¢ eVHyday 
Shrimp & Chinese Vegetables --------$-2-.9~5--. 
Sweet & Sour Pork $2.75 
Sweet & Sour Chicken $2.85 
Beet with Broccoli $2.95 
Shr;mp Lo Mein $2.65 
• aD ....... eom. with .t ... ad ric ........... U 
.DICORJI Dleor Photo 
Mardal. Shopplnl C.nte, 
52'-3011 
Carboncl ... 
YOUR SOURCE 
FOR 
PHOTO CLASS SUPPLIES 
• Hours: 
Mon-Thurw Friday Saturday 
9:00-5:30 9:00-6:00 ~:00-5:00 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Mllwauk_' .... t 
II=-;;: :1 or Light ,~ ! I 12 can , I,i, ,'" 2.99 
~\ Gilbey·. Vodka 
~ 1.75L '7.99 
~ Dewar'. Whlt.La_' 75Om1 '9.99 
"Sutter Home 
~ White Zinfandel 
(1 750 ml 
~ $3.29 
~ Simpatico M.xlcan Import 680ftl. . '3.99 
ptaln Morgan 
~~ Spiced Rum '6~!; . • rebate - '1.50 ,-, final '.-99 '. cast ... 
Bartles & Jaymes 
,.:""~"X New.Tropical, 
.>7..'>=',= Premium. Berry 
: ~~~ Red. Peach 
'~ 4Pk$2.39 
Bacardl 
Frozen Tropical 
Mixer. 
60z 79. 
'Tinws 5qtfareJ 
'Liquo(s 
Hours; 
Mon.-Thurs. 9 •. m.-11 p.m. 1700 W. Main 
ffjS'::.·'99:::;~~dr::.9h' /:arbondale • 549-6631 
OFFERS GOOD THRU 8-3D-8I 
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Retired U.S. Anny sergeant 
linked to East Bloc spy ring 
BONN, West Germany 
<uP!) - Officials said 
Tbursday tho: United States 
and West Germany have 
broken a spy riDg involving a 
retired U.S Army se.rgeant and 
another American soldier wbo 
sold vital Western military 
secrets to the East Bloc 
The ring reportedly included 
at least eight people in West 
Germany and Sweden and sold 
secrets., including U.S. and 
NATO plans to defend Europe, 
to Hungarian agents who 
passed them to the Soviet 
Union. 
While t; .S. intelligence 
sources in Washington warned 
it was too early to assess the 
impact of the ring's activities, 
they noted that some military 
experts are comparing it to the 
Walker family case of 1985, one 
of the most damaging spy 
rings in U.S. history. 
Former U.S. Navy Warrant 
Officer John WalKer Jr. sold 
vital documents and in-
formation on secret military 
codes to the Soviets for 16 
years, recruiting his brother, 
son and a Navy colleague to 
obtain documents after he 
retired. 
West German federal 
prosecutor Kurt Rebmann said 
officials in Kar15ruhe arrested 
suspects in the case Tuesday, 
including the retired U.S. 
~;~:::\h~ ~Je:~rm~ 
secret documents and defense 
Rebmann said the sergeant recruited another 
soldier to sell secrets and used several people 
in Germany and Sweden as couriers. 
plans for seven years. 
The U.S. Justice Depart-
ment identified the sergeant as 
Clyde Lee Conrad, 51, who has 
lived in West Germany since 
retiring from the army in 
September 1985. 
Army records showed 
Conrad studied German for 
nine months at the Defense 
Language Institute in Mon-
terey, Calif., before being 
assigned in November 1980 to 
the 8th Infantry Division in 
Bad Kreuznach, West Ger-
many, where he stayed until 
retiring. 
The records released by the 
Pentagon do not list Conrad's 
job, but an Army spokesman 
said he worked as a Iiason with 
other U.S. units. The records 
list Conrad's military training 
as infantryman and ad-
ministra tion specialist. 
Rebmann said the sergeant 
recruited another soldier to 
sell secrets after he retired 
from the Army and used 
several people in Germany 
and Sweden as couriers. 
For the seven years before 
his 1985 retirement, Conrad 
was "the custodian of secret 
matters" in Bad Kreuznach, 40 
miles southwest of Frankfurt, 
Rebmann said. 
"In this capacity he bad 
access to secret military 
plans, especially including 
defense plans," Rebmann 
said. 
He said the American is 
suspected of betraying the 
plans for a large sum of money 
to a steady East Bloc contact 
and a150 of delivering in-
formation through the 
couriers. 
"After he left the army he 
attempted to recruit agents for 
his contact," Rebmann said. 
"He recruited another 
member of the U.S. Army for 
espionage and paid him a swn 
in five figures for military 
documents." 
Officials did not say if the 
other soldier had been 
arrested, and he was not 
identified. 
At his last meeting with his 
East Bloc contact, which took 
place in Vienna last month, 
Conrad delivered documents 
in return for money, Rebmann 
said. He was arrested Tuesday 
after an extensive in-
vestigation. 
Iran, Iraq meet face-ta-face 
FIVe-hour session 
marks beginning 
of peace meetings 
GENEVA (uPH - Persian 
Gu!f enemies h'an and Iraq 
began direct peace talks under 
l' ;". ausp:ces Thursday, 
meeting for more than five 
hours in an opening session in 
hopes of turning a fragile 
cease-fire into a permament 
settlement. 
U . N. Secretary-General 
Javier Perez de Cuellar told 
reporters the initial meeting 
had been "good" and foreign 
ministers Ali Akbar Velayati 
of Iran and Tariq Aziz of Iraq 
had agreed to resume talks 
Friday. 
Velayati and Aziz, each 
accompanied by 14 advisers, 
sat down at tables facing each 
~~ta~~5l;:;::: ~: f~~ 
countries since the Iran-Iraq 
war began eight years ago. 
The fighting ended with a 
cease-fire Saturday after 
claiming an estimated 1 
million lives. 
The face-to-face session 
endedat5:55 p.m. with the two 
delegations retiring to 
separate rooms. Perez de 
Cuellar then conducted shuttle 
diplomacy between the 
Iranian and Iraqi delegations 
unti19p.m. 
Perez de Cuellar, Jooking 
tired and blinking in harsh 
television lights, said the two 
sides had discussed sub-
stantive issues. that 
procedural issues had been 
settled, and that he was 
satisfied with the first day of 
work. 
"We had good discussions 
and we have covered many 
points," he said after the 
session ended. He said both 
sides had wanted to "consult 
with their authorities" before 
meeting a~ain Friday. 
"There IS not much more I 
can say," said the U.N. chief 
executive, who earlier had 
asked Iran and Iraq to keep the 
talks as private as possible. 
"As I have said before, I 
have found that the two parties 
are serious and are really 
interested in finding a solution, 
and I think it is only normal 
they are consulting with their 
governments and that 
tomorrow we are going to meet 
again at 10:30," said Perez de 
Cuellar. 
Aziz and Velayati did not 
shake hands after entering the 
conference room and taking 
their seat to begin the session, 
and there were DO smiles as 
they looked at each other 
across the room. 
The atmosphere at the 
opening meeting, however, 
was "businesslike," U.N. 
spokesman Francois Giuliani 
told reporters. 
Aziz and Velayati had 
separate meetings with the 
U.N. chief executive Thursday 
morning before the first direct 
plenary session in the af-
ternoon. 
Aziz told reporters 
beforehand that Iraq would 
negotiate "in good faith" and 
the outcome of the negotiations 
depended on Iran also showing 
"good faith and seriousness." 
Velayati, for his part, said 
Iran wanted "a just set-
tlement" and similarly said 
success or failure depended on 
Baghdad. 
Perez de Cuellar, in opening 
the direct talks, said be 
welcomed the two countries' 
acceptance of the Aug. 20 
cease-fire and his invitation to 
meet in Geneva. He said he 
boped the negotiations would 
be "constructive." 
The U.N. team spoke in 
English, the Iranians in Farsi 
and the Iraqis in Arabic, 
Giuliani said. 
~ University Christian Ministries 
o ~ Sunday Dinner with Friends 6 p.m. 
Ecumenical Worship 7:00 p_m. 
___ Tuesday. New & Old Wisdom 4:30 p.m. 
Wednesday· Women in Religion 
Discussion Group 11 :30·1 p.m. 
Friday Sept. 2· Food For Thought 
Lunch Discussion: Igor Kon 
IIReligion & Glasnost in the U.S.S.R." 12 ·1:30 p.m. 
An ecumenical community sponsored by the Presbyterian Church 
USA, United Church of Christ, Christian Church (Disciples) 
913 S. Illinois Ave. Church of the Brethren Rev. Karen Knodt 
549·7387 Director 
SOUTHERN OFFICE SERVICES 
-Typing 
-Word Processing 
-Fax Services 
Our Fax Service baa no bue charge. 
Only'I.00 persheet. 
RAMADA INN 
SATCItDflY Is 
(,1\1511, Oldies 
"ight ... 
with Tom Stone ", 
t:t the Oasis Lounge 
0014ulrl111.50 
FiM Coladas '1.25 
D.auoin State Fair 
Aupst 27-September IS 
Alabama 
with 
Sawyer Brown 
Sunday8pm 
REO 
Speed • .,oa 
Saturday 89m 
...... t .. fi •• rc ......... 
Stud.at Center 
1st Session 
-Basic Ceramics -Papermaking 
, .... /thun. 6·8pm w.......-y 6-8pm 
-Basic Photograp:v -Basic Oil Painting 
MonHy 5-1;;m ..... 5.7pm 
-Painting for Kid~ _. I " I _. 
SlIt..... l";O-3'3Op Llna eum/B ock Printing 
" ... ' • m " •• " .c-6pm 
-805= 5-7pm -Hammock Making 
-Fall Gardening .8011 ..... roo Da" ~-7pm 
....... 5- m nClng 
" :' pm w~ 7-9Dm 
.Sculpture for Kids .Kid's Halloween Masks 
T~ 5· 7pm SlIt. 1:30 to 3:30pm 
~;oje Dye Workshop 
';-2.c 2to.c 
lIttunhl" 
Reglstratl. ~~ Location 
The Croft Shop is 
located on the lower 
level of the 
Register befon; 
September 1 st c 
receive 0$2.00 - '~ount 
For 1ftOf"t Info 45 ~ --36 Student Center :"'I""""~~."":".~. ,"":".~, .~, ,',':"'. ~~~......;;..;...;;..;;;,;;.;,;.~;.;.;,;,;;.;...._-! 
Skull latest piece in body puzzle ~.II0.""i\J~~ ,.~"""" .. Free Pizza PORTAGE, Ind. (L"PI) - A skull found earlier ttUs month has been identified as part of the remains of an Dlinois woman wba;e torso was found in a garbage bag nearly three 
years ago. 
t>orter County Coroner John 
Evans said the skull, found by 
Briefs 
STUDENT RECREATION 
Society will have a picnic at 11 
a.m. Sunday at Giant City 
State Pal'k shelter one. Lunch 
will be at noon. Please bring a 
dessert or munchies. New 
members are encouraged to 
stop by. 
HEAR INTERNATIONAL 
Evangelist Carey Mejia 
sponfored by International 
Christian Fellowship at the 
Student Center, Ballroom B, at 
7:30 p.m. Saturday. For 
details. call 549-3474. 
THE SIU Forensic Union is 
open all students. An 
organizational meeting will be 
held at 6:45 tonight in Com-
munications 2020. For details 
call Jeff Bile. 453-2291. ' 
INDIAN STUDENT 
Association will be holding an 
organizational meeting at 7 
tonight in the International 
Lounge auditorium. For 
details call 453-3634 or 54S-3924. 
SIU STRATEGIC Games 
Society will be meeting from 
noon to 1 a.m. Saturday in the 
Student Center Misl'issippi 
Room. For details contact 
Chris Beckenbach, 549-4469. 
WIDB RADlO will hold a 
general interest meeting at 4 
p.m. Friday in the Student 
Center Auditorium. Openings 
for all staffs. All majors 
welcome. For details, call 
Tony Wilkins at 53&6661. 
THE SAlLING Club will give 
free sailboat rides at 12:30 
p.m. Saturday at Crab Or-
chard Lake, Playport Marina. 
Bring refreshments and enjoy 
the day! For details call 457-
2675. 
DEPARTMENT OF 
Chemistry and Biochemistry 
is sponsoring a seminar by Dr. 
Peter Hardwicke of SIU-C on 
"Control of Contraction in 
Muscle" , at 4 p.m. today in the 
Van Lente Lecture Hall in the 
Neckers BuilC1ing. Refresb-
ments will be se!"Ved at 3:30 
p.m. 
NIGERIAN STUDENT 
Association will hold its 
monthly meeting at 6 p.m. 
Saturday in the Student Center 
Mississippi Room. 
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST 
Church, 700 S. Oakland, invites 
SIU-C students to a free 
breakfast at 8: 15 a.m. Sunday 
in Fellowship Hall. Students 
are requested to phone in 
reservations at 457-0323 before 
noon today. 
THE MOTORCYCLE ruder 
Program ~;n be offering free 
courses at the Safety Center 
beginning today. The course 
will meet from 5:30-8:30 p.m. 
today, 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Saturday, and 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 
Sunday, For details call 453-
'/ETl. 
BACK TO School Dance will 
be held from 8 p.m. until ?, 
Friday, at the Newman 
Center, 715 S. Washington St. 
Music will be provided by Jeff 
Gibbs and the Mixmasters. 
Admission will be $1.00 which 
includes a raffle chance and 
refreshments. ALL ARE 
WELCOME. For information 
caU5~131i. 
two men Aug. 7, was that of 
Dorothy Tapper. a 31-year-old 
Oak Park. m, elementary 
school teacher who disa~ 
peared in August HI8S. 
Tapper's torso was fouod 
near the intersection of In-
terstate 94 and U.s. 20 later 
that month. Investigators 
believe Tafiper's killer, (]I" 
Jrl..'ers, dismembered the 
woman's body and tossed out 
parts aloog raised sectiolls of 
tOe interstate highway. 
Two men fishing in the Little 
Calumet River in Porter fouod 
the sIrulL 
• FREE Small Cheese Pizzo with order of 
'"The Best Around" lG. 2 Ingredient Pizzo 
Limit 1 per order 
Pick-Up or Delivery 
GrcndAve.Mall 549-7811 
.1:f!~~4'l~~~~,) 
',,~"'" ':',':, ' ,'/ 
\) '/" 
\\ 11/ 
SlUE 
Arena T lDorroW 
Presents 00 Sale 0 tlons at 8:00 a.m.· 
Line Reserva 
SaleS·OO ..... Tickets on (Ar~aa south 
Tickets On sale At 
ted Euents Ticket oJji.ce 
.S~~_tCenterC.T.OV· MaU ·S~·- Records· 
• DisC Jockey Mall 
• Record Bar V d.s MariOn 
• Rabbit BeCOr 
SIU Arena line Reservation Card System. 
1. Line reservation cards are distributed at the Arena South lobby Box Office on the 
morning of the first day of sales at an advertised time prior to the commencement of 
actual ticket sales. 
2_ Cards are drawn randomly by Arena staff-one card per person. 
3. Upon conclusion of line card distribution, cardholders are responsible for securing 
their position in line prior to the commencement of actual ticket sales. Persons not in 
position or who arrive after cards have been distributed will be placed at the end of the 
line. 
NOTE: Cards Cire drawn randomly. Being first in line for a reservation card 
will not assure you of being fi.-st in line for a ticket. 
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Federal health officials offer 
plan for suicide prevention 
ATLAl'\'TA (UPI) - Federal 
health officials said Thu.--sday 
that communities s!...uuld take 
steps to head off "suicide 
clusters. ' especially among 
teenagen; and YOUIl6 adu!ts, 
two grou~ that seem to be at 
high risk from violent death. 
"Recent suicide clusters 
among teenag~rs and young 
adults have received national 
attention, and public concern 
about the issue is growing," a 
report prepared by the 
national Centers for Disease 
Control said. 
"Unfortunately, our un-
derstanding of the causes and 
means of preventing suicide 
clusters is far from complete. 
A suicide cluster may be 
defined as a group of suicides 
or suicide attempts, or both, 
that occur closer together in 
time and space than would 
normally be expected in a 
given community." 
The CDC report said a 
statistical analysis of national 
mortality data indicates 
::lusters of completed suicides 
occur predominantly among 
adolescents and young adults, 
and that such clusters account 
(or between 1 and 5 percent of 
all suicides in this age group. 
"Suicide clusters are 
thought by many to occur 
through a process of 'con-
tagion,' but this hypothesis has 
not yet been fonnally tested," 
the report said. "Nevertheless, 
a great deal of anecdotal 
evidence suggests that, in any 
given suicide cluster, suicides 
occurring later in the cluster 
often appear to bave been 
influenced by suicides oc-
curring earlier in the cluster. 
"Ecologic evidence also 
suggests that exposure of the 
general population to suicide 
~ thetel::-su?:le f! 
certain susceptible in-
divuiuals, although the effect 
has not been found in all 
studies." 
The CDC baid it has assisted 
several states and local health 
departments in investigating 
and responding to apparent 
clusters of suicide and suicide 
attempts. 
''These clusters created a 
crisis atmosphere in the 
communities in which they 
occurred and engendered 
intense concern on the part of 
parents, students, school of-
ficiais and others," the report 
said. "In the midst of tllese 
clusters of suicides or suicide 
attempts, community leaders 
were faced witb thp 
simultaneous tasks of trying to 
prevent the cluster from ex-
panding and trying to manage 
the crisis that already existed. 
"Potential opportumties for 
prevention were ,.ten missed 
during the early stages cl 
responses as community 
leaders searched for in-
formation on bow best to 
respond to suicide clusters ... 
Parents want AIDS education 
Poll shows most 
favor classroom 
teaching of facts 
I\'EW YORK (UPI) - Ninety 
percent of the general public 
and 94 percent of public school 
parents believe AIDS 
educa tion has a place in the 
classroom, but a quarter of 
those surveyed said a child 
with the deadly virus should be 
banned from school, a Gallup 
Poll showed Thursday. 
Eigbty-one percent of the 
public school parents surveyed 
also endorse "safe sex" m-
slruction on preventing 
acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome. 
"Presumably, most 
respondents understood this to 
be teaching the use of con-
doms," stated the report en-
titled "The 20th Annual Gallup 
Poll of the Public's Attitudes 
Toward the Public Schools." 
While 57 percent of the 
respondents would allow 
children witn AIDS to attend 
local public schools, 24 percent 
said they would De opposed 
and 19 percent were un-
decided, according to thp 
fmdings, published in ore 
September edition of "Phi 
Delta Kappan," an education 
journal. 
"Forty percent of the 
national sample would start 
(AIDS education) when 
children are between 5 and 9 
years of age; another 40 
percent would begin at age 10 
to 12; only 11 percent would 
wait until children are 13 or 
older," the report stated. 
Other major findings: 
• Drug use, for the third 
consecutive year, was iden-
tified by 32 percent of 
respondents as the most im-
~b:cn!c~e~ l~~la~ 
discipline, identified by 19 
percent of tnose surveyed, 
came in second; lack of proper 
public financial support, 12 
percent; difficulty getting 
good teachers, 11 pero:mt; 
poor curriculumpoor stan-
dards, 11 percent. 
• 50 percent approve of and 45 
percent oppose spanking and 
similar forms of physical 
. bment permitted in the = grades of some schools 
for children who do not 
respond well to other forms of 
discipline. 
• 40 percent approve of and 53 
percent do not8pprove of year-
round scbooI, a proposal to 
deal with classrooiit shortages 
in some sections of the country 
as children of baby-boomers 
swell school rolls. 
• 86 percent favor periodic 
statewide competency tests for 
experienced teachers; 86 
percent favor establishing 
national standards for cer-
tification of public school 
teachers. 
• 64 percent are willing to pay 
more taxes to help raise 
standards of education. 
• 73 percent favor a national 
exam for high school 
graduation; 81 percent favor 
national tests of other types so 
student achievement statistics 
can be compared. 
.9 percent gave local public 
schools an A; 31 percent, B; 34 
percent, C; 10 percent, D; 4 
percent flunked them. The 
report said ratings have 
fluctuated little over the past 
four years. "The all-time low 
was in 1983, when C, D. and F 
ratings overwhelmed A and B 
ratings." 
• 70 percent favor and 23 
percent oppose scbool 
~~~for~: 
key kids. 
CHORAL UNION: a regional college-community choru.I7:»9:45pm/Monday evening>/1 credit 
(now prepanng "Psalm 42"/Mendelssohm and "The falcon'" Rutter) 
CONC.:;n CHOIR (tounng chouIl2:01}.3:30/MWf/1 or 2 crecilt. 
CHAMBER CHOIR (madrigal sirrgersll To be arranged/1 credit 
See Or Mochmck· Altgeld Hall. Rm. lUA 
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CHI~I~ut;!gUSE ~ 
WELCOME STUDENTS! ~ 
Receive a 10% DI~count 
on any Dinner Order with 
Student 1.0. 
549-5032 B S. Illinois Ave 
~OISJESUS?SAYS~O? 
"Wbo was Jesus" is a 
question that Is being raised 
with greater frequency the 
past few weeks. Everywhere 
you go, _meone is talking 
about Jesus. ~very time the 
televl81nn !o Switched on or a 
newsps.,.er is opened, Christ 
is in tne lead story. 
What is the source of the 
_dden increase in dialogue 
abouL Jesus? A movie called 
MThe Last: TcmOtatioD of 
Christ" , while CaUSing a 
grouudswe.n of protest, is 
generating an enormous 
amount of interest In the 
question, who is Jesus. How 
many times have you heard 
this 1at:ely'l 
"Do you know who people 
are sayingJ esus was?" 
"Yea, some say he was a 
teacher, some say he was a 
good proeacher, some say he 
was Just somebody who knew 
a lot about God, some art" even 
saying he __ a sbmer." 
"Well, what do you say?" 
"I say he __ the &OIl of God, 
the Christ, the Mess1ah. w 
Does that sound famJliar? 
Maybe you heard this COD-
vcrsatioD in the line at Woody 
HalL Maybe it was being 
diSCllli8ed by a couple at the 
train station and vou 
overheard. Or, maybe you just 
recall reading it somewhere. 
Matthew's Gospel (16:13-16) 
reads: 
Jesus went to the tcnitorv 
near the tm .. D of Caesare.a 
Philippi., where he asked his 
disctples, ·Who do people say 
(I am) the SoD of Man is?" 
-Some say Johli the BllptiSt.M 
they answered. Others say 
Elijah, whlle others SIlY 
Jeremiah or some other 
prophet." "What about you?" 
he asked them. "\\'ho do you 
sav I am?" Slmon Peter an-
s";ered, "You are the Son of 
the UVing ("rod." 
Discoverv of the same 
dialogue ~ the scriptures 
suggests that raiSing the 
question, who is Jesus, isn't 
something new. It has a 
history of some 2000 years. 
Eu.mtnatton of the scripture 
all>:> suggests that who other 
peol'l~ .... y Jesus is, is of 
minimal concern. What is 
lmportant, at least to God., is 
who you say Jesus is. 
There wt1l always be people 
to offer their input; but, you 
must 8DSwer for yourself. God 
asks eadJ. one of us, mlnlster, 
teacher, student and movie 
producer alike. How we an-
swer means everything. 
God is there to help us 
8DSwer correctly. Matthew's 
gospel goes on to say, "'Good 
for you, Slmon son of John!" 
answered Jesus. "For this 
ttuth did not come from any 
human being, but it was given 
to you ~~y by my fsther In 
heaven ... 
If you are searching for your 
answer or looking for a place 
to share your faith, come join 
uS at the .... merican Baptist 
Campus Miuistry, a sharing 
colI'munlty that knows Jesus 
at; the Christ. 
by BHI Lewis 
IH£ AMERICAN IAPT\SJ CAMPUS MINISTR,!, 
8D3 S. Illinois A.,.. 
549-3200 or 549·2.484 (_ing) 
SUNDAY WOIISHJP at 5:00 pm prec.ded by 
~ip&""~at4:3Dpm 
e-yon. weIc:omel 
"'-' C. Jurt. diNc1or/aompus minis'er 
Will .... t_is. campus minis_ 
!®~ ~ l 
-:.· ... '.LI .~., .• 
Networks offer 
money to parents 
of rape victim 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (UPl) -
Television networks have 
reportedly been offering 
money and free vacations to 
the couple whose yearlong 
stakeout resulted in the arrest 
of a man suspected of raping 
more than 60 women. 
Robert Biddings, the alleged 
"Handcllff Rapist," was 
arrested last week, after the 
par'c:nts of one of victim spent 
more than a year staking oot a 
bus stop where their daughter 
was assaulted. 
Assistant Prosecutor Ed-
ward Morgan said be was 
asked by an unidentified 
television network to relay to 
the parents an offer of $1,000 
and a free vacation in return 
for a television appearance. 
Another investigator told 
The Columbus Dispatch he 
was offered cash in Bchange 
for IUs story, while other 
detectives, the newspaper 
said, have been asked to pass 
on messages to the parents 
offering free travel and hotel 
accommodations for ap-
pearing in televisioo studios in 
New York and Washington. 
Bernstein is a hit 
on 70th birthday 
The $50 man surfaces 
DETROIT (UPIl - The 
identity of the mystery man in 
the white tuxedo .... ith the 
plentiful supply of $Sa bills has 
been solved by the man 
himself. 
the party who's been handing 
out the cash around Detroit the 
pastfe'v days. 
It wa:i all part of a publicity 
stunt f,1I' the radio station, 
which will change its call 
letters tt· CKMR on Monday, 
Day told .. 1 news conference in 
downtown .')etroit. 
LENOX, Mass. (UPl) -
Luminaries from the world<; 
of music and theater 
celebrated composer 
Leonard Bernstein's 70th 
birthday Ttomsday, laun-
ching a four-day gala 
bibute to the American 
musical legend. 
Celebrities ranging from 
actress Lauren Bacall to 
popular composer Quincy 
JIlDe& and humorist Victor 
Borge were on the guest list 
at the Tanglewood Music 
Center for a remarkable 
black-tie display of af-
Carbondale 
fection for Bernstein. 
It was at Tanglewood 
nearly a half-eentury ago 
that Bernstein, then a 22-
year-old student, caught the 
eye of the world's symphony 
elite. 
"Why shooldn't I serve 
~~~!l:>"If:r~; 
I built the bloody place. I 
was here before there was a 
Tanglewood. " 
The gala concludes 
Sunday afternoon. 
Classes 1 1 :00 AM 
Child care provided, 
Prayer, Service, Study 
and Fellowship Groups, 
Evening Specials 
after7pm 
Deano Day, a disc jockey at 
radio station CKLW in 
neighboring Windsor, Ontario, 
rev~led Thursday that he's 
I~ ~ Breakfasts from: :?l·I~~ I Huevos Rancheros to Biscuits & Gr :ivy Lunches from: I I l/)lb. Burgers to Veggle Croissants I ! II full Line Bakery & Catering L!l Murdol. Shopp~.nter M-S open 7:00a ~ 
~ CRISTAUDO'S ~ 
If you want a special wedding ring to 
symbolize your special relationship, let 
me design a personal wedding engagement 
ring set for you_ 
I buy or trade for scrap gold. 
Generating Crystals, 
Best quality Wild American-Ginseng. 
v4-aanStuck 
&oatil! B~_ III ~y ArDOld'. -arltetl 
CarIooadale. n. PIaa.e:1I29-2341 
OUR BONUS MEALS 
FOR SPECIAL VALUES 
No coupon needed. "vollob/e from 10:30 to close. 
-Super 
-Beef 'N Cheddar 
-Hot Ham & Cheese 
.~hilly Beef 'N Swiss 
Only 
• Arby's Junior 4' c 
Roast Beef 
2.39 
"II Bonus ~/s Include: 
Bog of fries and Soft Drink . 
• Arby's Junior 
Roast Beef 
• French Fries 
• Soft Drink 
only 
"c 
Marion 
By University Mall on Main Street Just Off 1-13 on North Yale 
Bentsen catcalled 
at VFW convention 
LEXINGTON, Ky. (UPI)-
Democratic vice presidential 
nominee Lloyj Bentsen at-
tacked Wedoesday what be 
called Indiana Sen. Dan 
Quayle's flip-flopping OIl tbe 
issue of giving -the Vetenms 
Adminif!tratiOll Cabinet status. 
Speaking to about 1,500 
Iawmaiters and staff at the 
Southern Legislative Con-
ference, the Texas senaWr' 
said Quayle, the RepublicaD 
vice presidential candidate, 
"las one of only 11 senatots 
who voted against the VA 
legisla tiOll. 
"When be stood up before 
theVFW. <Velerans of Foreign 
Wars), he had a deathbed of 
convt'.rsion." Bentsen said. 
"He saluted smartly, did an 
about-face and announced that 
be actually favored the 
Cabinet post. He said his vote 
against the proposal was a 
'youthful indiscretion.' .. 
"A youthful indiscretion?" 
Bentsen continued. "My 
friends, that vote occurred 
only five weeks ago, on July 8, 
1988. I don't think America can 
risk youthful indiscretion in 
someone who could become 
our president at any momt'nt." 
At a news conference 
follo'ving the 2O-minute ad-
dress, Bentsen was asked 
whether the Vemocrats had 
decided to increase their at-
tacks against the GOP vice 
pre:>idential nominee. 
"We're just getting started," 
Bentsen said. 
Bentsen, 01, said he would 
not attack Quayle, 41, as too 
young for the office, but woulci 
question ills experience tor the 
Chee;s quickly turned 
to boos initiated by 
the Massachusetts 
delegation with 
Bentsen's first 
reference to Dukakis. 
job. 
"I certainl dm't think bes 
too yoong, Lu~ you have to 
have some maturity regar-
dless of what age you might 
be .. Bentsen said. 
Bentsen said Quayle's 
cmversiOll OIl the VA issue 
appeared to be aimed at the 
presideutial campaigr. 
"It sounds like be got taken 
to the woodsbed." Bentsen 
said. 
Bentsen continued to 
maintain be would not attack 
~~ 0Il~ u:n::= 
family to obtain a slot in the 
National Guard during the 
Vtetnam War. 
"I'm not stepping up 
criticism of his personal life. 
I'm very careful about that," 
Bentsen said. "But that 
doesn't mean all of a sudden 
we forego talking about the 
issues. That's what this 
campaign is all about - the 
question of his qualifications." 
Asked whether he believed 
Quayle would still be on the 
ticket by the November 
election, Bentsen quipped, "1 
bopeso." 
~T~ 
. SPECIAL 
1/2 PRICE 
STUDENT· 
DISCOUNTRA~ 
. For motelnJQ:.· . . .. 
coinelO the ~c.nw. 
or call 529-5454 ... . . 
lSouthern Dlinoisanj 
WELLNESS 
CENTER 
GROUFS& 
WORKSHOPS 
Gentle e""rc"",. deSIgned for !hose 
who are OVE:nvetght OT hnd aerobtcs 
programs too strenuous. Includes 
m~nl I«tures on fitness dIld welghl 
control 
Mon .• Wed. and Frt. 
5-6PM 
beginning 
MON .. AUGUST 29 
Rec Center Mulupwpose Koorn 
Co· Sponsored by Inti Reo Sports 
Gain Valuable 
Radio Experience 
~ --
=. =. :"""'_.::................. ==-
~--- -----
---- ---
., ............ 
Generallnter •• t M •• tlng 
Friday August 26 - At:OO pm 
Student Center Auditorium 
-Positions open on all staffs 
-All ages and maiors welcome 
For more Information call 53 .. 2361 
Use University Calendar for 
up-to-date information on: 
-Student work vacancies 
-Campus events and iictivities 
-Student organization meetings 
-Placement opportunities 
Contact University Relations 
453-5106 
~ BOOKSTORE 
Back-To-School Specials 
Drafting Lamp 
17.99 Chair 
-.. 710 Bookstore ~ Drafting 
Drafting Table i Price 
-'---ro-
T 
.-.1 __ _ 
exas Instruments -"'4'~ 
Calculators ~ 
TI-30-Stat ,·:EE£'~, .. "-i 
Suggested Retail ~ ~. 189.9S 
710 Book Store Price . 
179." 
110.99 ;f=E- .. 
SHARP S06A '17." 
Student Business Analyst 
'19.91 
1-1"';"' 
KOH-I-NOOR 
RAP I DOGRf\PH" 
7 Pen Set 
Plus Ink 128. 
Spiral Notebooks 
70 sht. count 
694 
80 sht. count 
79' 
710 S. Illinois Ave. 
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Hewtett-Packard Calculators ACADEMIC PLANNERS 
HP-285 
HP-17B 
HP-12C 
HP-22S 
12 Month Colcndar ~ Includes Sections for 
t~1~t""·!.... i13~~5:r~~rmbe" 
• .. ....4-:s_I~-he_~_:_;_~c_~_a~_se_~E-N-D-A-R-S-I 
Hewlett-Packard features a full 
hne of business and technical 
calculators for students. Pick 
out the one thars right for you. 
Come in today. 
(&;) ~~K'!s!6 
with 18 
frequently 
called $4_ 99 
SIU numbers 
listed at the top 
Dukakis hammers 
Republican policy 
In antidrug war 
CLEVELAND (UPI) 
Democratic presidential 
candidate Michael Dukakis 
hammering the Reagan a~ 
ministration's record OIl drug 
enforcement, said Thursday, 
"Zero tolerance for drugs 
begWs in the Oval Office." 
Dukakis. on the BeCO!ld day 
of a campaign swing through 
the Midwest. hit hard on the 
drug theme. saying in a speech 
at the Cuyahoga County 
Courthouse that after 7 Ih 
years of tough talk. ''The 
American people want an-
swers." 
Referring to his Republican 
opponent. Vice President 
George Bush. the 
Massachusetts governor said. 
"Why are we cutting federal 
aid to state and local drug 
enforcement by two·thirds 
when Mr. Bush wants to spend 
tens of billions of dollars over 
the next eight years on 'Star 
Wars"?" 
"Why did the president veto 
legislation just one month ago 
that would have made the 
Pentagon the lead agency in 
gathering intelligence on drug 
traffickers and that would 
have increased the National 
Guard's role in drug in-
terdiction?" he said. 
Dukakis took a shot at the 
administration's anti-drug 
programs and noted its past 
alliance with Panama's 
leader. Gen. Manuel Noriega: 
"For years. while General 
Noriega ... was actively in-
volved in the drug business, we 
were actively in business with 
General Noriega. That, my 
friends. is criminal. " 
"How can we ask our kids to 
say no to drugs here at home 
when we have an ad-
ministration that's in bed with 
( .-neral Noriega?" he said. 
"My friends, zero tolerance for 
drugs begins in the Oval Of-
fice." 
In Los Angeles. where 
President Reagan was 
vacationing, spokesman 
Marlin Fitzwater said in 
response, "Dukakis talks, we 
deliver." 
Bush hot in Texas 
SAN ANTONIO (UPI) -
In sweltering heat, 
Republican George Bush 
launched the battle for his 
critically claimed home of 
Texas Tbursday, stridently == Democrat Michael 
. as too liberal and 
pushing favorite Lone Star 
State themes of gun 
ownership and breaks for 
the oil industry. 
The vice president, 
beginning several days of 
day trips to different cor-
ners of Texas, rode to a 
rally in historic San Antonio 
on a river barge and told 
several hundred en-
thusiastic supporters that 
he would better protect 
their interests. 
Bush, a former Texas 
oilman who claims Houston 
as one home town, stressed 
his support for more federal 
tax breaks for the oil in-
dustry - a position that is 
not as popular in other 
areas of the nation as in 
Texas. 
"I want to put some in-
centives back into our 
energy business. into the oil 
business, that will en-
courage drilling, encourage 
oil rigs running and en-
courage u;; to be less 
dependent on foreign (.il," 
Bush said. 
Many oil industry tax 
breaks were curtailed in the 
1986 tax reform bill and 
Bush, who has taken issue 
with parts of tha t 
Jegislation, stressed again 
Thursday that he wants to 
reduce the capital gains tax 
rate to encourage more 
investments. 
CI W£STROAD LIQUORS -WESTROAD lIQUORS-WESTROA 
<II Q 
o <II 
lit 0 
~ $10.99 , 
.,. 
lit 
o 
::l g 
Q nDSBUD'S 2 FORIDU! 
Iii ; Buy onecose at our reg. pric:e 
24/120. NRS (4·6 PacksJ 
e Get a sec:ond 
:: case tor just i § $8.19 i 
a '.ull .. llull L1 ... ht ~~uc;l_~~r 1110:; fI :; 
c a 2 No limit while supply lasts ~ 
~ ..
~ \\\\lhJ WESTROAD f 
~  LIQUORS i 
~ Murdale Shopping Center ~ 
... 529-1221::; 
eWiSTROAD LlQUORSeWESTROAD L1QUORS-WESTROAD 
Beat the high cost 
of going to college. 
Selvlce sponsored ." part by 
tillno,r. Department of Transporubon 
We make tracks from Carbondale to Chicago 
twice a day. 
And to beat the high cost of going to college. 
take advantage of Amtrak's multi-ride ticket and 
SAVE UP TO 40%! Plus. the ticket is good for 
an entire year. 
For more information. call your travel agent 
or call Amtrak at 1-800-USA-RAIL. Some 
restrictions may apply. 
---------------. DYes! Fll!ase send me free information 
about how 1 can save with Amtrak's 
student multi-ride ticket. 
Name: 
Address: ____________ _ 
City: _______ State: _ Zip: __ 
Mail to: 
Amtrak. 81oomington Station 
1200 W. Fro.lt St. 
Bloomington. Il 61 70 I •~ ABOARD AM1RAK 
Quayle: Solo campaign 
turning for the better 
BOONVILLE. Mo. (UP!) -
Sen. Dan Quayle of Indiana, 
ignoring protesters shouting 
"Quayle's a chicken." said 
Thursday he has turned the 
corner in his GOP vice 
presidential campaign away 
'from the controvery of his 1969 
enlistment in the National 
Guard. 
On the second day of his first 
solo campaign voyage since 
becoming th", Republican 
nominee for vice president, 
Quayie concentrated on 
spreading his message of 
"family, freedom and the 
future" and indicated he does 
not plan any further response 
to questions of how or why he 
joined the Indiana National 
Guard during the Vietnam 
War. 
Quayle came to Boonville, a 
community of 6.900 people, to 
stop in a local dining spot and 
his Thursday schedule called 
for visits later to the Missouri 
State Fair in Sedalia and the 
Sioux Empire Fair in Sioux 
Falls.S.D. 
As he shook hands with well-
whers at the Columbia, Mo., 
reglonal airport, the senator, 
41. told reporters, "A lot of 
things turned around in St. 
Louis." 
Wednesday night, in a St. 
Louis address to a National 
Guard organization, Qllayle 
stoutly defended his military 
r<:cord. 
Start this ~emester with 
rei iable transportation. _._. 
A clean, local trade-in from 
ts~~ Clm~m~ 
-V 529-3800 
.. CHIV CHWITTI 
4dt.Auto.A/C Low Mile •• R ... I 
$3950. 
.7 fORD TEMPO GL 
4 dr .AlC.i4M/FM,Aulo,RI'd 
'.350. 
.5 SUBARU 4.4 
W"n.5opd.A/C.Looded,Whlt. 
$.750. 
TREMENDOUS SELECTION 
87lOYOFACOIlOU.A.X16 86fORDMUSTANO 
Auto. A/C. I.ood..t. Black Auto. AIC, AM/FM, Red 
'7 .ORD MUST AHO 16 BUICK USABRE 
Auto. A/C.l.oocied, Blue Limited, 4 dr. All pow ... Blue 
II atEV ClLlnlTY CL 15 HONDA ACCORD LX 
6CYL. Auto, Only 4,000 mi. alu. 40R. 5apd, A!C. ca ... Red 
.. OMC SIIRRA ILl .. fORD ISCORT OT 
P/U, Looded. Camper. 12.ooomi. Very Sporty.looded, Red 
Brawn 
.. DODGE RAIDER .... .... UICK.EOAL 
Mitaubl.hi -uin •• loodad. II... Limited, 2 dr. Loaded. Red 
B7 DODOI DAKOTA 16 MIRCU.Y SABLE 
P/U. 2-tone. AlC. Sharp. Brown Wgn, Many extro •. White 
.. BUICK SKYLA.K 86 CHIV CAVALli. 
4011. All di"ital. LoacIad. Red Auto. A/C. eo... 31.""" ml 
BUDGET BARGAINS 
eo fORD .AIRMONT .3 FORD ESCORT 
Wgn, AIC, Auto, 6 cyl, Blue Wgn ... ,pd. 6O.xxx ml, Red 
$2250. $2450. 
.2 HONDA ATC eo PONTIAC FIREBIRD 
3-whMl .... l-owner. Red Auto. Need, lOme work. white 
$575. $.50. 
fI )! , ~~~;~Eo~f 
__ Carbondale 
529-3800 
.'.' ... ~ .-;..~.:.!' ,~-' ~.:<',',','-'.'.'.'- •..• !.!.!.! ~.!, •• '.' ··.·.·.·-·_·.,.:.~ •. ,'.:,·.·,·.'.'.'_·_·.·_·_·.·.·.V! : . ·na:i1y'~tI;'A:ugtist26;·1_.~'19 . 
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Groups demand ruling party 
of Burma forfeit its powers 
RANGOON, Burma (UP!) -
Hundreds of thousands of 
jubilant aemonstrators 
Thursday celeorated hard-
fought government con-
cessions, but demanded more, 
calling for immediate 
dissolution of the ruling party, 
witnesses a!ld diplomats said. 
The part,., which has ruled 
Burma wi'll an iron grip since 
1962, was increasingly under 
siege as thousands of civil 
servants, employees of state 
enterprises and sailors joined 
an estimated 500,000 
demonstrators streaming 
through the streets of the 
capital. 
"We want democracy now," 
the demonstrators chanted. 
Diplomats said there were 
reports of similar scenes in 
many other Burmese cities. 
THE GOVERNMENT 
released one of its leading 
critics, retired Brig. Gen. 
Almg Gyi, and nine associates 
ir.Jprisoned since July 29, 
mcluding SeiL Win, a reporter 
for the U.S. news agency Tbe 
Associated Press, official 
RangOOD RadiI) said. 
It said another 1,683 JXlJitical 
prisoners, including ~ monks, 
were releaseti. 
''The Ministry of Home and 
Religious Affairs has in-
structed all police com-
manders ... to release all the 
people detained in the current 
disturbances with the ex-
ception of those who com-
Dlltted major crimes under the 
=o~~lrocedure code," the 
A strike by dockyard 
workers was causing a backlog 
Afghan guerrillas 
capture city near 
the Soviet border 
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan 
(UPI) U.S.-backed 
guerrillas have captured a 
provincial capital in nor-
theastern Afghanistan near 
the Soviet border but lost 
control of the nearby town of 
Kunduz, a Western diplomat 
said Thursday. 
He said the rebels seized 
Taloqan, capital of nor-
theastern Takhar Province, 
more than two weeks ago, 
aOOut the same time as the fall 
of K unduz, just 40 miles a way. 
The diplomat, quoting 
Afghan sources, confirmed 
reports Afghan troops had 
recaptured the capital of 
Kunduz Province, but said, 
"Apparently no attempt has 
been made to retake Taloqan." 
Taloqan would be the fourth 
provincial capital to fall to the 
guerrillas, who are backed by 
the United &tates, China and 
Iran, since the Soviet Union on 
May 15 began a scheduled 
nine-month withdrawal of its 
100,300 troops from 
Afghanistan. 
1"he diplomat said Thursday 
tbe reason the resistance bas 
been able to bold Taloqan may 
be that in order for troops to 
reach the town in force they 
must first pass through 
Kunduz and Kbanabad, which 
also were captured by the 
resistance earlier this mmth. 
-Rebels seized Kunduz OD 
Aug. 11 following an assault 
launched to capitalize OD the 
departure of tbe Soviet 
garrison from tbe town, 
located 40 miles from the 
Soviet border. Moscow says its 
forces also have vacated 
Taloqan and surrounding 
Takbar Province. 
of Ships in Burmese ports. the 
radio said. It also reported 
violence and iooti!l.g In Dala 
near Syriam on the :"~!'l.Ii of the 
Rangoon River opposite the 
capital. 
DEMONSTRATORS TAK-
ING taking part in massive 
protests Thursday were 
celebrating President Maung 
Maung's pledge Wednesday 
that a party meeting Sept. 12 
would approve a national 
referendum to decide whether 
to transform the one-party 
state into a multi-party 
democracy. 
Maung Maung, a civilian 
installed in office Aug. 19, 
promised that if the people 
~=O! ::::r~ h:r:~~ 
none of the leaders of the 
ruling party would run for 
office. 
But one diplomat said 
Thursday, "The party is now 
irrelevant, Maung Maung is 
irrelevant. The ones who still 
have a say are the demon-
strators and the al"IllY." 
Protesters said t.'ley were 
not satisfied with the govern· 
ment concessions. They 
demanded the immediate 
dissolution of the ruling Burma 
Socialist Program Party, or 
BSPP, and a return to 
democracy. 
"WE WANT democracy, not 
BSPP meeting," said one 
placard carried by the crowds. 
A procession of hundreds of 
buses loaded with singing and 
chanting demonstrators 
wound through the city in the 
morning with security forces 
insight. 
In the afternoon some troops 
move<i back into the city, but 
did not confront or attempt to 
control the crowds. 
"The military has come 
back to the downtown area -
ostensibly to guard the bank 
and other government 
buildings," one diplomat said. 
Within hours of his release, 
Aung Gyi addressed a 
mammoth crowd estimated at 
300,000 to fraise the students, 
monks an people who fought 
for democracy, stressing 
discipline was needed to 
continue the struggle. 
AUNG GYI called on the 
armed forces to uphold their 
pledge to safeguard the people. 
"Even to think of doing 
something harmful to the 
people will amount to viclation 
of this pledge," he said to wild 
applause. 
Demonstration organizers 
said they planned a larger 
rally Friday near the Sch· 
wedagon Pagoda, the most 
revered Buddhist temple. 
Aung San Suu Kyi, the 40-
year-old daughter of Burma's 
assassinated national hero 
Gen. Aung San, is scheduled to 
be the principal speaker. 
"SHE IS IS being touted as 
Burma's Cory Aquino," a 
diplomat said. Philippine 
President Corazon Aquino -
widow of an assassiuated 
opposition leader - led a 
popular uprising that over-
threw dictator Ferdinand 
Marcos in 1986. Aung Gyi was 
seen as another possible 
leader. 
Plaza Gifts 
& O_ffice Supplies 
Up to 30% 
Savings on Art 
and Drafting 
Supplies 
10% Discount with Student 1.D. -
Open Late to 89,. m. (Hours~ 9am to 8pm Moo-Sat) 
600 E. Walnut 
Located in the Eastgate ShopPing Center _ 
- ..... -f 
-=- -r, .. tlmu1.k,.. • 
Fanners- Market 
In-Season Fresh Produce from Local Farmers 
Thl. W_k W. Will F_ture: 
• Peach .. 
·Sw_tCorn 
·Yomatoes 
·Green .... n. 
• Melons 
·CutFlow .... 
·lakeel GoocI. & 
Craft. 
• Now open eve" Satarday • a.lft •• 1 Z noon 
• WetIMn Mal" Roubt 1 J Welt (B4IIInI McDanaId's) 
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Dine :in elegance 
in the Ramada 
Inn'!!; dining room. 
-Speeials-
Shrimp Scampi 8.95 
Chicken Cordon Bleu 9.95 
Steak AuPoivre 11. 95 
SlIDda)" Braneh Oasis Roand 
11-3 All-You-Can-Eat 86.25 
Shrimp Creole 
Tuna C888G"Oie 
Chicken &: Dumplings 
Baked Chicken 
Buffet Tues-Frt 11-2 
Ramada Inn Rt 13 Weat 
457-6736 Oasis Dining Room Carbondale 
cJliliililrl'lIillllllllllllllllllllllllillJllllilllllllllllllll1lll1llllllllll1l1I!1I111111111111111 I,I 11'1,;, 
SO" ROOFS 
Special S18900 
Guaranteed Leak Proof 
for home and vehicles 
CO LIT 
with VAL VAC window film 
SOLAR CONTROL & ENERGY 
CONSERVATION PRODUCTS 
-IIEDUCES GlAIIE 
-1tEDUCES HEAT AND AlII CONDITIONING COSTS 
- ADDS IEAUTY • NlVACY TO YOU_ 
hoJME,lUSINESS AND VEHICLE 
_~~COL~,T~ 
Call Steve Rishel 
(618)867 .. 2549 ~~~~7~O 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIUlllillilillilllllllllllllillill1l1flir i 
The Faculty-Staff 
BOWUNG LEAGUE 
The Faculty-Staff Rowling L~ague is starting for 
the year. We need new bowlers and teams. Come join 
us at the Student Center bowling alley whether you 
are a rank beginner, a high roller, male or female. 
For fun and relaxation, as well as the competitive 
challenge and social aspect, form a team. Leagues 
are based on 90% handicap. The league bowls on 
monday nights "t 7:00 PM. The season will start 
monday, September 12. All new bowlers who join will 
receive two free open play games. 
If interested, please send a representative to a 
league meeting monday, August 29 in the Kaskaskia 
room at 7:00PM For additional information, call 
Dutch Jaspers 536-2015, Ray Einig 536-6682 or Dale 
Wittmer. 
-
----
Fake Israeli agents kill man 
JERUSALEM (UP!) - Six 
mt>ll posing as Israeli security 
agents beat to death a 34-year-
old former police employee in 
the occupied West Bank 
Thursday m what authorities 
said appeared to be a revenge 
killing as part of a family feud. 
But Palestinian sources, 
noting the man had a 
registered gun in his 
possession, indicated be may 
have been killed by residents 
who suspected him of working 
for Israeli authorities. 
Palestinians generally are not 
allOWed to have weapons, but 
some who work for Israel are 
issued guns for tlIeir own 
protection. 
The slaying came or. the 
second day o~ a two-day 
general :;trike, which was 
called' by the underground 
leadership of the 8-month-old 
Palestinian uprising to show 
solidarity With Arabs im-
prisoned for anti-Israel ac-
tivity. 
Arab merchants in East 
Jerusalem and the occupied 
West Bank and Gaza Strip kept 
their stores closed in ob-
servance of the strike. Isolated 
disturbances were reported in 
the occupied territories. 
Six men who identified 
themselves as agents of 
Israel's Shin Bet secret service 
dragged Said Haziza, 34, from 
his home about 1:30 a.m. 
Thursda~ and beat him to 
death With wooden clubs and 
iron bars, pelice said. 
Haziza's body was found in a 
field near his home in Hebron, 
20 miles south of Jerusalem, 
about 3 a.m., police said. 
Man burns up on toilet seat 
JERUSALEM (UPI) - An 
Israeli woman's all-out war on 
a cockroach launched a series 
of mishaps that put her un-
suspecting husband in the 
g~~l rib:it~dbu:n~a~: 
pelvis. 
The incident, reported 
Thursday by the Jerusalem 
Post, occurred last week when 
a woman from the Tel Aviv 
area, whose name was 
withheld, found a cockroach in 
her living room. 
She stomped the bug and 
tossed it into the toilet. When 
the critter refused to die, she 
sprayed an entire can of in-
secticide into the toilet bowl to 
fmish itoif. 
Ber unsuspecting husband 
came home from work 
moments later, perched on the 
toilet seat and lit up a 
cigarette. When he finished 
smoking, he tossed the butt 
into the toilet. 
Authorities said Haziza was 
a former police employee, but 
they said he was not a police 
officer and refused to say 
specifically in what capacity 
he was employed by the police. 
They said his gun, which was 
taken by the attackers, was 
issued to him because of his 
work. 
When asked if Haziza had 
informed on other 
Palestinians, police would 
neithcr confirm nor deny it, 
saying .lnly that since the start 
of the uprising, Palestinians 
had claimed nearly every 
Arab murder victim was an 
Israeli collaborator. 
Haziza had been knifed in 
the Hebron ma!'ketplace a 
month ago and was released 
only three days before he was 
slain. 
~\\'\e'(()u \Adt 
JEWELRY 
REPAIR 
.ring siz ing 
.chain repair 
.custom rings 
.we also buy gold 
1400W. Main, Carbondale 
457.70' 
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Simon, Botha trade 
views on apartheid 
JOHANNESBURG. South 
Africa (UP!) - Sen. Paul 
Simon, D-Ill., and Foreign 
Minister Roelof "Pik" 
Botha traded opposing 
views on anti-apartheid 
sanctions at a private 
meeting Thursday they 
described afterward as 
frank and useful. 
Simon flew to Cape Town 
after the two-hour 
discussion at a private 
Johannesburg estate for 
scheduled meetings at 
parliament with govern-
ment ard opposition 
lawmaken;. 
"We had a good. frank 
discussiol'. We understand 
each other and we hope that 
some progress can be 
made," Simon told repor-
ters as he exchanged 
farewells with Botha after 
their first face-to-face 
meetmg. 
Simon, chairman of the 
Africa affairs sub-
committee of the Senate 
foreign relations com-
mittee. said: "You name 
the controversiai agenda 
and that is what we 
discussed. " 
Botha said he echoed 
Simon's comment. ! 
~-----------------------------------~ 
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FOR THAT SPECIAL 
OCCASiON 
ONLy ...... 
.... 7' .. 
___ a.. AND SAVE_ 
,_" "'is/lM. w. 
"Y NEW & USED nr. 
ONPAYMINTS 
TV AND ITI.IO .... AI.S 
TDK SA 90 '1.75 
.. ... UDXLlI90 
'1.15 
HAIl SONY 
HARa ACOIISnC IfSU\ICH 
'-.0. DllALP.5.,o.UDIO 
NAIMOfjIlllollllON 
NAIWoIcHt GaAIIO -_ona_ 
684-3771 
Saltln Audio 
W.'II beat any pm. 
intown 
9.IJ.1J8 ............... _AeI4 
~.. GRAO STUOENT MUST • ." m~"e 
....., .;.. I =J~h':, S~51: ,...~:o;,ii U:;; 
Signature ______________ _ 
Get Results With The D.E. Classified. 
FREE ESTIMATES ON 
ALL MAKES 
A-lTV 
457·7109 1313 South St • Murph,aitoro. IL j ~~:~12}352.,~. 5065A.2. 715 S_ILLINOIS AVE. 
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partments or en 
529-3581 Close to StU 529-1820 KNOLLCR •• T IIUI1"ALS Furnished. U-Pav Utilites. No Pets. AC 
•• 10&12W101e 
"00 ....... 9 Month lease for Fall & Spring 
.... .....-.. ",1 Quiet. Country Surrour.:!i"lP Natural Ga, and AIC 2 bdt. 609W. College 
=·.::!i:as- 1.2.3. people 
1 belr. 406 S. Waehlngton N. 
---
l.-Wr.GE. ....... 
r=,~o..~"lI'd EataIeI Hut a 
1 .... 41SL_ 
RENTALS 
ASKS? 
Are you tired of living 
in an overcrowded apartment 
or Imposing on a friend? 
Try our clean, low cost 
efficiency apa.rtments. 
190.00 
S7S.aD 
110:00 
110.00 
S MILlS WIST ON OLD n 
Sorry. no pets ...... 2UO 
Country Clult 
Grd. 
,-rY,.. 
W.'nut 
...... ,. 
eEnergy Efficient 
Living 
eLaundry/2 pools/ 
Tennis Court 
.Minutes From 
Campus 
-Walk to lkIiYarsity 
Moll 
eEff. 1.2. & 3 EIIR 
Fur _ & Unfur_ 
·Now ..... ing 
529-4566 
529-4511 
1195 E. Wo;nut 
8:30·5M-F 
S 10-. Sun 1-5 
Or Microwave 
This is no Joke: With 
new Fall/Spring lease, sign 
now and we'll give you a 
FREE microwave or T. V. 
yours to keep. You must 
present this ad to qualify. 
Call Cheryl or Valarie at: 457~4422 
Office at: 501 E. College 
eQui.t Country Location 
-Affordable 
-3 Mi. From Campus, 1 % Mi. 
From Mall & S~p'ping 
-Stave, Retrig., and Window 
A.C. Fyrnished 
eWater & Trash Service Furnished 
You Pay Own Electric 
e2OO.00 & 215.00 Per Month. Sec. 
Deposit And Lease Required 
.Sorry, No Pets 
lVe.t .lIore A,lHll"tJReRt. 
CarlloRClale 
Call 829-02.8. 
arbondale 
---..... ~ SubdIYIIion·I'~ mU .. fram 
campul $325.00 per month 
~ ... t_212S. 
Unlverolty Iorge camman 
_ •• ,30.00 ..... ....--
pluoutilillet 
u..-~I225 
w ......... l3lil5Jllpermanlh. 
-' utllitte.lnduded 
~-w ....... 
! 601 N. Oakland $325.00 per 
Mur h sharo 
2 ....... _ fuml ...... apt. 
S3OO.00 per month 
2""*-"up"" $285.00 
per month 
"tty 529:~620 
21' W .. t MIl'" It. 
c.rIton4. ... IL 
More For Your Rent Dollar 
Carbondale Mobile Homes 
Single Rates Available 
Starting at $155 
2 & 3 Bedroom Available 
Fr •• lUI to SIU 
North Highway 51 
549·3000 
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>I 
~}~Jifl Ren.ti.:n.~: {or 
~.~ loU 1988 
~,."L:x .... -unt:tlcs. r'o,l",e.;. ;-.,4.0t{1r: r~omf'&;~ 
\'. _ 19v 43C 1 ,/ 
,=~--.--:W?-~~~~~# .. 
, 
Ottesen j 
Renhis I 
5-'9.b!>· ~ ,I 
549·3002 
, [.it. Dit''' .. ""obilehome Apts. I 
(" .. ~.-( ';" t~ 
(! 
WlWWOOD MOBILE HOME pork. 
nl .. • hodr lois. /oealed on G/on' 
Cltr Rd. no dogs. 529·~33' or ~29-
5878. 
8·31..., ................ 5522118 
CASU T.V .• NAT.-Goo ........ qui., 
at_h. ... dose to co...,..... aorry 
no pefl. lo.xoDne MobIl. Horn. 
Parle. I mile S. hwr. 51 549-41.,. 
9·22" ............... 21711/24 
=:r:: W~~E.lt~··!, t::! 
pus. Wildwood MobIle H","e ""'* 
""""-d "" Glom CIty Rd. 529-5332 '" 
529·5871. 
9·1"" ................. ..,71/9 
SIll ~ HC7l Une. Ja-
"'" rA ...................... :=~~.'~SIIIC71 
3OVI_Nf JOel. ........ 
==-"=.=1 =---= ...... ..,. 
t:u"IioiiIiiR· iiciiIi·",:c: 
==...~~': 
Sl7-11M. 
...,.. ................. StJICS 
..,~AIIIOIICICID". .. 
==-=-'C.:r;r.'" 
.. , ................... St~ 
~""""'AIIIO'" 
............ ~...,..,.. 
..... -.......... ----:'::' rr::::. ...... :.= 
_ .......... .".,.w-
=.-=..~.:'::..~":; 
........., ............. _"'-
.... '*- ,,_. _. No,..,.. c.II _,,, __ .. ....., __ 
_ uH"_ ........... _ .. SIU 
........ ,...... __ .""_',,, .... 
... ""..."""""'/l1li"'''''' ......... IadI .",.,_ seJOd • ..,..,..,. ,,.,. 
In -. hondwrIlllIfI. '" .."." Ite or 
.Ite con do to _,''' fa ..... , 0IfI .. 
aox7l.CarIIoftdole.lL6211113. 
, •• _ .......•........ 524100 
'AIIT.TIMEMOTHEII'S ltelper. __ 
lIodl"round .n child • .eIopm-. 
__.529·5416. 
8.26-83 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 52920 
WA'TIIESS W;'HTED; APPLY In 
:::::~ps~.~.!;,.:..~ :o/~. S3.35 
'·26-88 ................. 5= 
COlLEGE STUDENT WHO .... In· 
_ted In -Illfl for a human 
s.rvtces program wII". remolnlng ,,, 
.ei>acr/. A full time paolllon only 2 
mil .. from S'U. Prlmarlly_1IfIS 
hour.. 'e".'". Illdudln" 
ed"-'anal ._. fOE send 
''''Iu/,.,. to P.O. _ 60 0u0u1on •• t 
62832. 
•• 26-1/8 ................ $llfCIO 
EXCElI.ENT WAGES FOIl __ "_ 
........"._;_.crafes, 
crtIten. 1m.. '-(504)-64''-' Ut. 
4131.0pen1doyo.CaII_. 
.. 2 ................... 5201C.O 
UGA& SKIIITAII"._~ 
Icrwflrm. Full·lI_pmi_."""" 
:.:=:-:.r~~ ~ 
_wffholdn.._ 
:.=. '::";..e-: ~ .:d ChrIs-.. lOIN WcrInut ..... 
Q)QIt AIIIO ,.,. ...... --..,...~ ... ......... 
r:'--..': :::"'0:-: 4I7..a,. 
......................... MIT· ... l1lIMB ___ ... ..... 
_.-. .......... .......... 
::'~ .•••••••.••. JmC9 
U'III1NCIO .AUfNDf •• IIBIIIBY:;;. JWlr ... ,.... .. 
=": ... ~~ ..... IIIXI 
MlI'SIlIII ..... nra. ..... 
--." ........ -.-
:::=Nf'=.""· ---
=-e ..... ;,;,2S:: 
......" ....... C ......... ... 
-----..--. QoII4S7-7JlN""" 5,... 
=1iN,,,,' ·.iNiAl· it= 
................. ....,,,.,.,.,. . 
:.:r-!!"'. :-:r~ 
==-..;,,:" .....:.~ 
_,., o.gr.. III ........... .."".. 
:r,:-/=-'d==,e'd 
managem • .n' and .upttrv"OT)' 
_bill"... Send ... ume crnd 
nam.. of two prof ••• ,ona' 
...... n_toAdmlnl./tcrtar. PO_ 
530. W .. , Frvnk/orl. II 62896. 
.,...,ly/nll paoli/on sought. paol· 
_rked ng Igter ""'" 9·23-88 EOE. 
'.30-88 ................ 48989C7 
SIU fIlATEIIN/TY NEEDS cocrks· 
"tepa'" 6 dlnne .. w .. kly. Coli for 
gppo/ntm .. m. 529·6294 gr 529·9101. 
Ask for Bob gr $coH. 
{!.29-4B ................. 5468C6 1.
' 
)}'n;fl~iili·n;i 
~:~::r.:? t:::5'~i 5':9~ 
35.2 
9-30-88 .. .. .. . .. . .. . ... 5396E3O 
TYP/NG·EDlnNG·WRmNG. Some 
., o..-vl.e. "I make ,...., 1001< 
.-I"Call457·2058. 
10-3..., ................ 5404E3I 
MI. FIX IT • ..-na your _. AI, 
kfIIdt of ,ardworlr ond .........."IIfI· 
",.. .. H_.549-I23II. 
,. ...................... 5415£2. 
'NFANT CAl(. CA.IONDAlE. 
........ ...... will prOYIde Infan' 
... ,11 .. , ........ 457.2119. 
....................... _.2 
NANDYMAH WITH PlCfWI' will deem 
~ '= ~:r'c:,,~ ~'.~~ ..... 52OtC7 
WAIRfSS. DOOIMAN HIfOfO. no 
M57. j 
l~woiKS'" iOD" m:,:, P 
AMIITIOUS COUIIIEI-UGHT wll..,. _, _ C_boro 
..,....- -. "*-_ .. 6'T 230 ,... ApfJ'f crt 
GaIoIIr ... ,..,.... 601 $/U_. 
.. 26oM ................. 501DC5 
MMIIanIca. hpoIr. Fa..Ign _ ~ 
::;;;;:. ...",... mil. '3 rn· -. f' UsrAUIIANT _ MOSRY molt 
,.22 .................. 5454E24 : oreo. Neo' appeoronce clnd 
_Ieel _. CoIl fDdoy-sfa" 
today. 1 __ 222·2651. 12·5 pm. ask 
forMr.Gtowr. 
........ -'_.c..JI_2:GD 
...... 549-4541. 
..26oM ................. 52e5Q 
01. SOOT MAGIC ChIm,.:t,- ,. " ..
=~~.~~ .. -aIIi 
,.26-1/8 ................. 52520 
EAIIN S5.HI!. Call/llfl COlA "llImn/. 
6:,10.9:30 pm. Sept '''20. Oct 2·5. 
:J ::.;t,:~ta'klrr:::'·IAJ:::~ 
=:"t;;:.n:;::i, Inr~!:: 
Il.lln 114 1l'0III 8:30 om ", ":30 pm 
s.. Lou or • .tJe«o. 
8·26-88 ................. 5260C5 
NEED FEMAlE SALES ..,.. ""'hlon 
.how Of' porty ""'..... W. .." 
num4lf"OllJ brand name "ng.". 
~,~:u:, ro5J~~~ ':,;.::,:: 
Rolt'n.on 
Rent.l. 
Ken & Debl. Roblnaon 
Owners 
529.2533 
~~.;,ne. .............. 532100 Hou .... Apartmen .. 
E.M. T.·A Il CERnFlED port·t/me and DupIexeI. NIobiIe HomeI 
on coli paoll/on •. Apply crt Jockson 
Counfy Ambulance. 520 H. 
Unfvol'l'ry. Appll;Gtlons oecepted 
IInlll 4 pm Sepl. 5. 1988. An eq1Igl 
opportunity employer. 
9·6-88 ................ 5322C12 
Close to Campus 
Reasonable Rates 
e.aeeaeoomaaaaaaeaaaaa r~ Hew Luxury Townhouses r~ ~~ Highest Quality-Lowest Prices ~j 
rJ -One Block from Campus -Dishwasher ~j hJ -2.3. & 4 Bedrooms -Microwaves ~J r3 e2.3 Bathrooms eWosher & Dryer rJ 
rJ eSundeck eCentral Air r'J 
rJ 40C BICKk W. tollq9 h~ t~ For mo", Infolmation (oil 529·1 012 .. ~ 
~2a~aaee.a~aeaaaeaaaaaa 
**************** if. Now Rentln{l For Fall -tc 
DIll SI'fCIAlIST; FUU _ per' 
_. Call 54H134 .... In-
.-. 
.. 260M ................. 5317C5 
Gf •• ATIlC SU.STANCf Alun 
.,..",11,,; Pan·II ..... _ rear· Col. 
549-3134 for ,,,formatlan. 
'.'-88 . .. . . . .. • .. • .. . . . 5316C15 
/If ON T.V. -.. ..- ,..,. 
com ....... IoI.. Caotlllfl Into. (I)eI1S-
687-6000r.,. TV·'501. 
9-_ ................ 525IIC2I 
I 
9-2 ................... 52e9f1D ~ 
PRlGNANTf 
ScaliallmlRIGMT ".. ......-,T.etIng ~I~549-27" 21SW.MIIln 
Welcome Back Students & Faculty! 
We Hope to meet you at: 
Sa/uki Laundromat· Just South of SIU 
Arena on Hwy 51 
or 
University Heights Laundromat-
Warren Rd. Just off Park St. 
,. Both Facilities Offer the New Line 
"Speed Queen Washers & Dryers 
*20 & 30 Ibs Gas Dryers 
• Very Clean with a comfortable atmosphere 
* Single loads still 75¢ Double loads just $115 
Enjoy the Savings and the School Year 
Dany Eg7})tian 
t;.:cr:c.s ~t 703 S. ill. Ave. ! ~ One 64Clif'OOm -f( . I ~ <! ~ 4 '(-I. $"camore 1l. ;: 
50uient W·>rk Pot'!'~tion.s AvaUaM.e 
-~lust have ACT ell File· 
~. 403 _\I. 2;1~ 4 -1! .1 
.;:{ .: ...... ; ~~a(oom 906 W. N,c:";cnieiiC ~ I 
~ ~~~ ~.';;i~,~~~e~?2':?~ S15 S.logan ~: I 
. .;., '- " \' C'l."ege ,DOCK, 7C i 
l' 4Go /, E. HeSTer , I ~ ~O~ 'i~ l:. ~(,>ster, ~ !our iiiedroom ~ 
~ :::.;) .. ,f. College I ~.3W9W. Cherry i!. j 
< Tt,ree 6eciroom 300 t. Coiiege *" I 
~)( 334 lAt. \,Voil"ut 3 {( 
~ 520 S. G,-onam --ti 
.l,:(.CW.C,.,Pege,:: -« I 
"" ".-; "/V. Colege I <~ <: ! 
.~ '~. {: .... ~ ~;::'L 
co. -_f.., ~ .. ' ,.1t ..... 
:~Oi~ifICE -ii3aSI'A...~'f~ : 
! • Bu~>in(;ss Majer Preferred i 
I "Comp·..lt~r Exr:' :-h~n{;e Hdl;[u1i 
; -3 Hr;u; WOrl~bLi..;c.k Pl'eferren ' 
i aPol,1tion Begins Sep_t_._l_2 __ ---' 
Applications Availa.ble Xow at the 
Daily Eiyptian Business Office, 
R..-n. 12~9, Commu!.1..'catiuns :31dg . 
, 
:;..::..,~==r 
..................... UNlI4 
. ~ ::o_~:..::= 
I'IaIo .... ). r _ __. .......... 
.... _ ..... fer....,., 
:;:;'~Uf.J~ ....... __ 
~. IIOCISSIHG. ~ 
CASH fW IIOKIJII AC'a • .-.... 
c..IIUNIII. ... ".. .. 
.. 2 ................... _,. 
GOI.O. S'UiII. IIOKIJII ~. 
._ .......... 1oaoeMII .... _ 
....... .... J ...., I CAIMt. 121 S. 
111_.457...". 
'2·'''' ............... UJIF77 
WIll IN( lAW ......., ..... .."., 
'm-.1lN ............ ,.......n 
............. 
....................... 121_ 
10 IU"f JOlO ............. ",... 
...... " .... 5,.... 
WI ................... 545Gft 
=~..,~':~ Muot ...... __ for.-.... 
,.,---.,,_.457-$591. 
Wi .................... S5'5FI 
105r: QtANGE AND ....". ..". 
, ...... ...., 129-5113 • _7347. 
AoIrforCllns.--'!. 
.. - ................ 4N2G6 IfWAlD:105r-CHAllll ...... _ 
="'-=.~~""rs: 7"'. . 
'·2'" ................ 5203GIO 
ffNN'S .... CXff IN Wac/c _e. 
Su......, mom'''II ..... low Ichool 
-..ta. CoJI549-6516._. 
........................ 5.1605 
~,:::.:!rt"::~!;. ~J:; 
II .. , .... I .. ". _.II_rd. 549·8311. 
,.2O-aI ............... 5503G22 
LOST: lII.lIE.lfEfI.EII shepherd m/". 
RI. 51 S. Wh/le ..... do: lick. doric 
_ 011 eoro and /toll 01 10 ... 
/1_. Col/54 .. " .. . 
9·20-lIl ............... 2658G22 
IIi'F'HWf'oi'lEi!:1 
liAIIAGE SALE AUG. 27·28. I",· 
n'fu .... boob. dis"". bUc •. clothes. 
nl1'faIM. ~. tom: of stuff. 
PI_nIHil/a .... W.,..,.." /lood. 
8·26 .................... s241JK5 
SOfA 8ED 525. chesl 01 dro ........ 
~inr-'~:'';Si ;:~::;;t;: 
2.45J.5794. 
8·26'" .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . SInK5 
GIGANTIC SAJ.E FRI .• Sol .• Sun .. 8·5. 
300 Plover. lois of ... rylhlng" 
MonydlH.ntn"lem,_ day. 
8·26-811 ................. 5s13Ks 
C'DALE YAIID SALE FrI and Sol. 6·5. 
Fum. stove. dog house, boby Item 
and much mcH"e. Tum wesl on fIrs' 
rd. s.ou,h 0# blinkIng red light 0" old 
6' South. Follow sign •. 
'·26.". ...... ' .......... 54491(5 
MURPHYSBOIIO YARD SALE. Sol. 
Aug. ~7, B to 2 pm. no JI 
Mo"'borou9~. I mile E. on Pt. I ~v. 
"29-898 .... ' .. , ... . ;'~'5K6 
C'DALE CHURCH O' GOOD 5h"re,d 
Yord Sol., 8 to 2p,,1, AUgU501 27, 
Orchard ond SchwartZ'. ,f?iKc:!. : .... r 
.". •. electric lownmowf!! <..- ·'r-le 
1JfOv •. hous .... o'dueom~ b""'!<" '~'.,," 
dothlng. plant5. and SI, 
8-26·88 ..... " '" ,K5 
ANTIQUE AUCTION ;.i(.', "'~ r 
AuglJs' 28. HI.or ~ 
Rout. '46 t:Jnd LIr.k C/.!,,--'- rr< 
fl. Pieced <'''v'' 
GriffIn and ',vl"l ~ . 
super squcre 00' 
I""fl. moss-Jve rour.,- • I' . " ,_ 
toW •. mahcgony dreH~" ,;II" r 
artist sign. 100100'1 nude,., ! r:"" -';'"9. 
lamps. TB49 br.,r~ I" "T: 
Kwisfan nJ~ . . / .• ~ .. ,_ ~. ~ 
....,.k .. 29 plHce Ir{},~ •• ~.j I.JO.k 
COles. de-sks. loble!. _ 'h. \ .... 0 
stoneware and bosebO"H ~crds Over 
40C quo/lty .tems P. :".! ,,:! 
=~~~~~'S'B~TI;~~ I,. 1,{;~ CO~-! 
~l:: SA'tE. -AUG ? F ~?:'_!5 I 
:,::::nls:17:/.s I~I;;:,'_ t:<~'1' ~.,~-..;.~.;.-,O~t.'I! 
,.26-811 . . . . . . .. . ;537Ks 
HUGE CHRUCH v ~ R 2' ~ole 
Househr>'d Hems. I'_'~' I: , .:;pd 
dofh'ng. Corner of Unlv~·' ,'JV ar.c 
Mon ..... 9·3:005g,. 8·27 
'-26-88 . . .. .. . . . . . 2,15~1~5 
:.E; "';~:'d~;l~'):'C<;::d i 
::~n';~ :~~ o~;C,~;;, ';~: I _'1~' .:~ i 
rI. 'nsubdivlsion 2r:c'" !.,~ l:' ( •• , I 
'·26·88 . I 
IjN.·P;·1 iitEl ~ 
START YOUR OWN N.'wo," 
Mgrke""" 8Loslness. 'nveltmen'-
.... , fhon SIOO. F-OT more in-
formo'IQncoIJJame, Horveya.(618J 
529·1593. 
'.30-811 .. :.. • .... 779M7 
1·II·nUn'·!'· ... l 
RIDES 10 U of I.CIIompo/ll" every 
weekend. t"v/,. fri .• retu,.nlng 
Sun. 27!.J56·9197 . 
....... .......... 2581P9 
lAD A ... 
.... _...cnOII 
................... 
.... , 
~x 
Thank You 
For the Use 
of Your House. 
Love, 
The Ladles of 
The Brothe,.. 
of 
Theta XI 
Fraternity 
wish to 
Congratulate 
our newest 
Initiates 
Marlo 
Melone 
Jon 
W.oI 
Our Bonds 
Sholl Never 
Be Broken I 
-............. ~ .. F:f:.~ 
536-3111 
.. --
Laurie 
the 
Math 
Malor. 
Where 
Are 
You!?! 
J.W. 
The Ladies of 
Delta Zeta 
would like to 
congratulate 
our new officers 
Connie 
Brown 
First V.P. of Rush 
Kris 
Lantz 
Pledge Educator 
Lori 
Mills 
House Manager 
Karol 
HOUR 
Panhellenic 
Delegate 
Tke Heat 
IsOnl 
Saturday 
August 27 
-BBO-
-Volleyball-
The Brothers 0; 
Theta Xi 
Invite you to a 
Dar 01 a.IaxatIan 
606 S. UnlVWlllty 
For Rides 
Call 
Japanese 
Student 
Association 
Meeting 
Tuesday 
August 30th 
7:00pm 
Cafeteria 
Student 
Center 
............ ...., 
tAt_eli 
B ... . 
B .. . 
All 
Interested 
Men 
Are 
Encouraged 
to 
Participate 
Sat, August 27 
4:00pm-8:00pm 
Volleyball 
& 
Refreshments 
The Broth 
of Theta XI 
Fraternity 
invite all 
Interested 
SIUmen 
to Dlnner 
Tonight 
at 
6pm 
For Rides 
Call: 
529-6294 
.()llDOit.t .... ....,: I 
:!..II ...... ... 
D.L a.AIIIPlID 
A60U11 
TIle __ of 
T_ 
lEa ... 
....... 
.... .u 
tat., IIl.4 .. 
te ... a-....., 
Tne 
CeIon 
8atarda~ 
A.,.1711pm 
l'orlUd_ 
Call: 
4Sa.:M41 
CongmulatiOlll 
Dar 
on getting a 
piece of the 
ROCK! 
~. 
Shelly-bell 
Only 7 more 
days! 
Have an 
Awesome 
weekI 
I miss you! 
Stay cheery! 
Love Forever, 
Dave~ 
The Men 
of 
Phi 
Sigma 
Kappa 
Wish to thank 
all men who 
took part in 
this year's 
IFe Formal 
rush. 
Any Questions? 
Call: 
453-2205 
536-8616 
103 Greek Row 
~ W ~ i, T~o~~~;;:t~' ~ ~ ~ ~ LJ ~ ;" C~n£rztu!ote ~ ~ ~oon~;a:::~ y' ~ ~~~! ~~~~~a(~~t~ ~ 
our Eta ")'~ T .. , dk 1 d 1 ~ . o:lse 1"1 IS:>O,; 
p e ge c ass ',' -'-C': 3akot'c 
GingerBredemeyer : I X Mindi Coben~ ~\ !~ (: D;ana Caldwell ,I , X \\ Sonja Cox ~ ~ I,c:ry Cofei..;. y 
! !
' JackIe Debatm 
Cheryl Goldstein 
! Katy Diedrich 
Joanne Haber Stacy Fischer 
MeUssaHlI.I'I'i8on X Beth Grabowski 
VictoriaNeary ~, .;nn Marie Hallerall 
" " 
Kimberly Stone 
Cynthia Trlha& 
Catherine Tyrell 
Sberrl Vareek 
Laura Voyles 
We 
Michelle Harry 
Kristen Hultquist 
Susan Kauffman 
Stacey Kirkland 
Laura Larsen 
Nancy Quane 
Rona Schmitt 
National forests still ablaze 
Smoke cloud over 
Wyoming, other 
neighboring states 
By United Preaalnternatlonal 
Yellowstone Park, ablaze 
with raging wildfires, is 
pumping out smoke like a 
giant wood-burning stove, 
shrouding nearly the entire 
state of Wyoming and part of 
Colorado in baze spreading to 
much of America's heartland 
Thursday, 
People in surrounding states 
and even farther east are 
seeing the thick smoke pouring 
from seven major fires bur-
ning over 385,000 acres of the 
2.2-million acre national park, 
the nation's oldest, and 
neighboring forests. 
Among the blazes was the 
threatening l04,OOO-acre North 
Fork Fire, which burned to 
within 1 mile of YE:llowstone's 
largest village camp!ex near 
the center of the park and 
forced 700 people to pack up 
and leave. 
''They're easily seeing the 
smoke in Nebraska and 
southwest South Dakota," a 
National Weather Service 
spokesman in Cbeyenne, Wyo., 
360 miles from Yellowstone, 
said. 
Almost the whole state of 
Wyoming and northeast 
Colorado were covered by 
smoke from tbe burning 
forests and the pall could be 
seen even farther east, 
although not as thick, the of-
ficial said. 
Across tbe PlaiDS, residents 
were treated to spectacular 
sunrises and sunsets wben tbe 
sun, looking like a huge hot 
pink or redDall, faintly shone 
through tbe dense veil of 
smoke on the borizon. 
A health alert was issued in 
Natrona County, Wyo., more 
than 200 miles to the southeast 
of Yellowstone, which borders 
Wyoming, Montana and Idaho. 
Nelson Frissell, county 
health director, said the smoke 
from the fues were com-
parable to emissions from "a 
giant wood-burning stove." He 
urged people with ear, nose, 
throat, eye and lung ailments 
to get advice from their doc-
tors on wbat precautions to 
take. 
The Yellowstone fues were 
being battled by 4,000 
firefighters, including 1,200 
regular Army troops and 
cbaiDsaw-anned crews cutting 
and digging out firelines to 
protect threatened Canyon 
Village. 
Gov. Neil Goldschmidt 
declared a state of emergency 
in southwest Oregon Wed-
nesday night after hot weather 
and strong winds sent flames 
blasting across the lines on 
four major forest fires. The 
largest was 1,000 acres. 
Toys can be hazardous to a child's health 
\VEST LAFA YETI'E, Ind. 
(UPI) - About 130.000 
children each year are injured 
by toys that rut, puncture, 
barn, shock, or choke them, 
according to a Purdue 
liniversity extension human 
development specialist. 
Many parents assume that 
ail toys on the market bave 
been checked for safety and 
approved, but that is not 
necessarily true, said 
specialist Judy Myers-Walls. 
With Sept. 4-10 declared 
Baby Safety Week by the U.S. 
Consumer Product Safety 
Commission, more attention is 
being focused on how to 
prevent accidents and injuries 
mvolving children, she said. 
Myers-Walls noted that the 
huge number of toys on the 
market allows the CPSC to 
make only random checks on 
toys. 
"Therefore, some unsafe 
toys can be on the market," 
she said, adding that imported 
and homemade toys do not 
have checks for safety. 
It is the parents' respon-
sibility to screen toys for 
safety and notify the CPSC, 
she said. 
The division's Midwestern 
Regional Office is 230 S. 
Dearborn St., Room 2945 
Chicago, Ill., 60604. The 
telephone numbers are: (312) 
35H26O or toll free at (BOO) 638-
CPSC, which is (800) 638-2772. 
Baby safety tips offered by Purdue expert 
WEST LAFAYETTE, ·.nd. 
(uPI) - Accidents are the 
leading cause of death of 
children under age 15, but 
most such accidents are 
preventable, says a Purdue 
University expert. 
"A-:cidents. or preventable 
injuries, are the leading killer 
of children, taking 8,000 lives 
each year and disabling 50,000 
more," said Judy Myers-
Walls, Purdue extension 
human development 
specialist. 
The U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission has 
declared Sept. 4-10 as Baby 
Safety Week, she said. 
Myers-Walls cited five 
leading risk areas: motor 
vehicle accidents, fires and 
burns, drownings, falls, and 
cbokings and poisonings. 
Prevention is the key to 
reducing accidents, she said. 
"That often involves 
childproofing the home," said 
Myers-Walls. Childproofing 
means that the environment is 
arranged to make it difficult or 
unlikely that a child will get 
109 N. WOlhln9ton 
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into unsafe situations. 
Put up a fence to keep 
children out of the street, and 
fmd a place for them to ride 
bicycles and kiddie cars away 
from traffic. 
To prevent drownings, never 
leave water in a wading pool or 
bathtub while no adult is 
present. Surround large pools 
with double barriers. Teach 
water safety, but never leave a 
young child unsupervised 
around water. Always use 
approved flotation devices or 
life preservers when boating. 
C.rM, 
-"'\"'IOlh~~borQ Falrtl~ld 
.... \"""0'" 
Mt \.l'roon 
Court-martial begins 
in Navy recruit death 
PENSACOLA, Fla. (UPI) 
- A Navy admiral bad 
"serious questions" 
wbether a lieuteDant ac-
cused of negligence in tbe 
death of a trainee was 
derelict in his duties, but 
still reccmmended him for 
court-martial, testimony 
revealed Thursday. 
The reservations of Rear 
Adm. 'David Morris were 
discussed during the 
opening day of tbe court-
eiartial of Lt. Thomas A. 
Torchia of Princeton, m. 
The former officer in 
charge of the Rescue 
Swimmer School at Pen-
90% of our dishes 
reach the standards 
The American 
Heart Association 
WIa~.oror. 
sacola Naval Air Station is 
accused of dereliction of 
duty in the March 2 death of 
recruit Lee Mirecki, 19, of 
Appleton, Wise. 
Four petty officers 
received non-judicial 
punisbment. A fifth in-
structor is scbeduled to be 
tried Monday. . . 
Mirecki, a recruit with a 
diagnosed phobia of water, baa a ~c-induced heart 
attack imd drowned during 
a swiJ!uniuB class. 
At a June .bearing, a Navy 
patboloP.;t called the death 
a hODllcide said Mirecki 
was "scared to death." 
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Groups want more 
stress on science 
WASIDNGTON (uP!) -
Groups representing about 
750,000 scientists and 
engineers Thursday called on 
presidential candidates to 
rejuvenate White House at-
titudes towards science by 
strengthenir.g the role of the 
presidential science adviser. 
In letters sent to Dem()l'~'atic 
nominee Michael Dukal.is and 
the Republican nominee, Vice 
President George Bush, the 
groups indicated they feel the 
position of science adviser has 
been allowed to de~riorate in 
recent administrations, 
weakening to the point where it 
was left vacant for long 
periods of time. 
"Our nation's bopes for a 
more secure, healthy humane 
~:~J::r:d::~e~ s~!~~ 
and its applications. 
Leadership in science and 
technology must come from 
the White House," wrote the 
groups, which included the 
American Association of 
Engineering Societies and 
Federation of American 
Societies for Experimental 
Biology. 
At a news conference, 
Science and 
technology leadership 
needs to come from 
the White House. 
leadeI'; of some of the scien-
tific groups called for a return 
to the "halcyon years" of the 
Eisenhower and Kennedy 
administrations, in which the 
Presidential Science Advisory 
Committee played a vital role 
in ~:r !:isd::a~t~it~~ I; President Nixon, who was 
upset by its opposition to the 
Supersonic Transport plane. 
"The 'vaccination' in the 
Eisenhower, Kennedy era 
somehow didn't take and there 
has been a gradual dilution (of 
science's importance) in 
following years," said Val 
Fitch, a Nobel laureate and 
president of the American 
PhyskaJ Soci.'!ty. 
Fitch added there 11.'\8 been 
an aversion to SClt:nce that 
amounts to "almost an anti-
intellectual attitude" in the 
Reagan administratior. 
Gene placed in tree 
DAVIS, Calif. (uP!) -
Scientists Thursday reported 
that for the first time they 
have transferred a foreign 
g..:ne into a walnut tree, a 
genetic engineering feat that 
lays the groundwork for 
protecting trees from insects 
and disease. 
The achi.evement bolds 
major impliea tions for 
California growers, who 
produce nearly all of the 
nation's $.300 million-a-year 
walnut crop. 
The technique eventually 
may lessen or even eliminate 
the need for risk-laden in-
secticides and pestiCides, 
Abhaya Dalldekar, assistant 
professor of pomology at the 
University of California, 
Davis, said in an interview. 
"Our findings are exciting 
because they indicate this 
genetic engineering technique 
ean be used to improve the 
performance of the walnut tree 
- for example, eliminating the 
walnut tendency to go rancid 
- and even to protect the crop 
from damage caused by insect 
pests and disease, " he said. 
"By speeding up the 
breeding process, asexual 
gene transfer techniques like 
this offer a special advantage 
for breeding crop; like the 
walnut that take a long time to 
mature to the stage of 
flowering and fruiting." 
Because of the long 
maturation period of the 
walnut tree, field studies of the 
technique - already being 
tested as a pest control on 
faster growing crops such as 
tomatoes and tobacco plants-
may take five years to 10 
years, Dandekar said. 
Numerous genes in tomatoes 
and tobacco plants have been 
identified as serving a variety 
of beneficial functions, he said. 
"But we could never use that 
information in trees before 
because we could not cross 
those plants with trees," said 
Dandekar, who collaborated 
on the project with Gale 
McGranahan, a Department of 
Agriculture horticulturist. 
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lactwasn Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
FRosrY'S MIRMI VACIfTJl»/ 
Comics page reader survey 
Yes No 
Do you like the following cartoons? Backwash 
Bloom County 
[))onesbury 
It':. a Rough Life 
Shoe 
Sunglasses 
Please send or bring 
responses to the Daily 
Egyptian newsroom in 
the north end of the 
Communications Build· 
ing. 
What other cartoons would you like to see in the Daily Egyptian? _________ _ 
Sunglasses 8yJed Prest 
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Former Salukis in Olympics 
Three former SIU-C athletes believes in psychological 
- diver Wendy Lucero, shot conditioning and uses prin-
put and discus thrower Connie ciples such as mental 
Price and cyclist Sally Zack - visualization in his coaching 
are headed for the 1988 and teaching. 
Summer Olympics in Seoul, Her present coach is Doug 
South Korea. Ingram. 
Lucero finished second with Connie Price, a former 
1,030.98 points i.n the ~meter ~ketball sta~d~ut ~t SIU-C, 
springboard fmals In In- will be competing In discus and 
diana polis. shot put. 
Lucero captured first-place 
in the one-meter national 
championship at the NCAA 
Women's Swimming and 
Diving Championship in 198.". 
"I never had a dream that I 
would win a national title when 
I came to SIU," Lucero, a 
native of Aurora, Colo., said. 
Lucero, a 1986 SIU-C 
graduate, was coached by 
Dennis Golden, a former AU-
American diver for California 
State at Los Angeles. Golden, a 
former Saluki diving coach, 
The 6-foot-3, 208-pound 
center from St. Charles, Mo. 
was a four-year starter for 
Cindy Scott. She still holds five 
school records, including one 
for best field goal percentage 
for a single season (.650) and 
No. 5 all-time scorer (1,271 
pts.) andrebounder (744). 
Don DeNoon, SIU-C's 
women's track and field coach, 
persuaded Price to give the 
sport a try when her basket-
ball eligibility was up. 
"You could see Connie's 
potential im .. mediateJy," he 
said. 
Price ranks No. :! with a toss 
of 212 feet, 8 inch~. 
Zack, of Concord, N.H., 
started her athletic career as a 
walk-on for the gymnastics 
team and struggled through 
two years of practice, per-
forming in only one meet on 
the balance beam. 
Zack switched to cross 
et'WItry and track during her 
junior year and between tripS 
to the training room to treat 
chronic foot problems 
managed to win Most Valuable 
Player honors. She is fifth 
among SIU-C's top five in the 
3,000 (17:43.7) and the 10,000 
meter run (36:55.92). 
Zack, who took second with 
38 points in the U.S. Olympic 
Trials in Spokane, Wash., will 
compete for lhe gold Sept. 26 in 
the all-or-nothing 56-mile road 
race. 
HART, from Page 32-----
football game hasn't been 
plaved there since 1973. Hart 
saia the first few games of the 
season are played in bot 
weather and that night games 
would mean less stress on the 
athletes. 
Increase attendance at 
Saluki sporting events. 
Consider having the Saluki 
football program change. 
classification from Division 1-
AA to Division U. "I don't 
think we can compete at that 
<Division I-AA) level," Hart 
said. 
The Pacesetters 
Classic Russell Athletic. 
;\ I I:Id.ition of durabiliry, plus dassic 
Slvle; tltu n=:r run out of :!ppCII. 
That's 'Vhal makes RussdJ Arhktic 
the leader in ~ror~ 
and shorts you 11 kM: ro wear and 
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Hart admitted that he would 
continue to serve as an analyst 
with WGN-radio for Chicago 
Bears football broadcasts, 
even though he would be 
unable to attend two SIU-C 
football games this season 
because of that ~ty. 
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Indiana State coach wants squad 
to continue improvement in skills 
By Troy Taylor 
S' ... !fWmer 
Indiana State is poised to 
move into the Gateway Con-
ference's first division. Last 
season's [Hi record, a marked 
improvement over the 3-8 
mark in 1986, bu the folks in 
Terre Haute thinking about 
continued achievements. 
Where this team is and 
where it could be hinges on the 
performance of the 
Sycamore's offensive line, 
which must be rebuilt for the 
upcoming season. 
Aside from the offensive 
lille, though, the team appears 
ready to make its move. 
Ninth-year coach Dennis 
Raetz said consistency will be 
a big key. "We have to get the 
intensity and improved play 
from day one of drills in 
August to the end of the 
season," he said. 
Back at quarterback is 
junior John Sabm, who came 
back from knee surgery and 
won the starting job away 
from senior Kyle Frondorf. In 
what turned out to be a sen-
sational season, Sahm quickly 
earned the attention of 0p-
posing defenders. 
Sahm's numbers last season 
made him the most efficient 
--I 
D .... ni.RMtz 
passer in the conference. His 
rating of 129.7 ranked him 14th 
in all of Division I-AA. 
As a sophomore, Sahm 
played nine games and 
completed 46.3 percent of his 
passes. He was intercepted 
only five times, which was 
three fewer than any of the 1-
AAleaders. 
The tackles are junior Mark 
Bertram and senior Paul 
Wafzig. Junior Walter Crut-
chfiela is at safety and junior 
Lavent Blaylock is at one 
corner. 
FIVE, from Page 32 ---
Hartzog added the daily duties 
of AD to his busy schedule as 
track and field coach. 
Hartzog occupied the AD 
chair until 1985, when an un-
controllable scandal developed 
in the basketball program, a 
problem which was more tha,n 
be could cope with and was not 
responsible for. 
Hartzog resigned but if; still 
coaching the men's golf team 
on a part-time basis. 
Struck served as ..-:iaI 
assistant to the president in 
charge of athletics in the 
summer of 1985. 
Jim Livengood established a 
school record for shortest term 
spent at AD atSIU-C. 
He came here from 
Washington State, where he 
was serving as an assistant, 
and 22 months after his arrival 
be went back to Washington 
State to take over the AD 
position there. 
His short stay, however, 
produced one memorable 
event in Saluki history; the 
men's and women's depart-
ments combined to be under 
one administrator. 
Charlotte West. iDterim AD 
for 11 months, establisbed a 
record for longest time spent 
as interim AD. 
Her reign as interim AD 
brought a major change in the 
football program at SIU-C. She 
was responsible for the 
acquisition of Rick Rhoades as 
football coach. 
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Student Center Bowling and Billia 
BOWLING LEAGUES 
Student 
Men and Mixed Divisions 
Sunday thru Thursday at 6:00 or 8:30 p.m. 
leagues Begin: Sept. 4 r 1988 
Sign up at the Student Center Bowling Alley 
ATTENTION 5.U STUDEIITS 
HAVING DIFFICULTY SOtEDULING ALL OF THE COURSES THAT YOU 
WANT THIS FALL? THE SIUC IND!VIDUALIZED LEARNING 
PROGRAM can help! ILP courses are full credit correspondence mode 
offerings to be completbd at your own pace without the need for 
classroom attendance. ILP courses are available in the following areas 
this fall: 
GenEtlal Education Area A 
GEA 330-3 Understanding the Weather 
General Education Area B 
GES 104·3 The Human Experience: 
Anthropclogy 
GEB 114-3Intro. American Govt. and 
Politics 
GEB 301-3 Modern America 1877 to the 
Present 
General Education Area C 
Gee 208-3 Elementary Logic 
General Education Area D 
GED 107-3 ,termediate Algebra 
Advanced Technical Studies 
ATS 416·3 Applications of Technocal Info. 
Advanced Technical Studies 
ATS 416-3 Applications of Technical Ir ':J. 
Allied Health Careers Specioltie. 
AHe 105-2 Medica! T ermmology 
AHC 245-3 Intra. Health Core Personnel Mgt.' 
AHC 265·3 Ep:demiology of AIDS" 
AHC 439-3 Health Core Quality Assurance' 
Art 
ART 346·3 Survey of 20th Century Art 
Aviatiol, Flight 
AF 200-3 Primary Flight Theary 
Aviation Maintenance Tec~. 
AMT 210-2 Aircraft Electrica; Sys. 
Avionics Technology 
Avionics Shop Practice. 
Construction T echnojogy 
CST 125-3 Structural Mechamcs I 
CST 225-3 Structural Mechanics 1/ 
Consumer Economics and Femily Mgt. 
CEFM340-3 Consumer PrOblems 
Electronics Technalo-Jv 
EL T 100-3 Intro. to Electronics 
EL T 224-3 Compuler Syst"ms 
Applications 
Fmance 
FIN 310·3 Insurance 
School of Tech. Careers 
STC IOO-31nlro. To Te~". Caree'o 
STC 102·2 Technical Wrltin'") 
STC 105(e\·2 Technica: 1M':' 
STC lOS(b:·] Technical Me' 
Tool ond Mcnutactu"ng 
n 183·2 Welding Bluepri c,\ Reading 
For RegIstration Information contoc~ I rl~;':", 'd:Jc"!eo' ~e,:or'1.I'1g 
Division of Continuing Educatl"':. S'L,.- c',': ::nqro''-?.S',:,c·e c, 53~- P:;" 
Monday: Sports Golf, Tennis nnJy Etln;Dm 
ADl\fi TION 
Hart spells out program objectives 
By Lisa Wams 
Staff Writer 
Jim Hart, wl:o will have 
~erved nearlv two months as 
SIU-C's athletics director on 
Aug. 31, is in good humor L'lese 
days. 
It's easy to guess why. In-
dications are that his fund-
raising campaign, Jim Hart's 
First Fifty Club, is going well. 
The goal of the promotion 
was to raise $50.000 for SIU-C 
intercollegiate athletics. 
"I have a good feeling we 
will surpass Olir goal," Hart 
said Wednesday in an in-
terview at his office at the 
Arena. 
However, Hart refused to 
disclose the current amount of 
contributiODS until a Sept. 1 
press conference. 
Midway through the fuDd.. 
raising, it was aDDOUDCed that 
$27,000 had been contributed. 
The idea for the First Fifty 
Club emerged from talk tossed 
aroond the office during his 
first week, Hart said. 
"Tbere is always room for 
improvement (in fund-raising 
tactics)," Hart said, pointing 
out that not enough alumni 
have been reached and some 
don't even contribute. 
The bottom line is to get 
money the University's 
athletics department can use, 
Hart said. 
The University currently is 
s2arching regionally for an 
athletics development director 
to assist Hart in his fund-
raising efforts. 
Other items on Hart's 
agenda: 
Greater harmony between 
men's and women's athletics. 
Although men's and 
women's athletics are no 
longer separate departments, 
Hart wants all the offices in 
one building to develop a sense 
of teamwork. 
Install working lights at 
McAndrew Stadium. Light 
standards are in place at the 
~year-old facility, but a night 
See HART, Page 30 
Dally EgyptIan File Photo 
Jim Hart on the job In ~I. office at the Arena. Hart will hold. press conference Sept. 1. 
Five others have directed athletics in decade 
The 1980's have given SIU-C C athletics in this decade. 
some of the most recognizable 
athletics directors in it's The six people are: AD Gale 
history, but it also has resulted Sayers (1976-81), AD Lew 
in a lack of consistent Hartzog (l981-19R5), AD Jim 
leadership for the program. Livengood ( 1985-87), and in-
Jim Hart is the ninth terim AD's Dean Stuck, who 
a thletics director in the served as special ~istant to 
department's 75-year history, the president prior to 
but the sixth person torunSIU- Livengood's arrival, and 
Page 32. Daily Egyptian. August 2E, HI88 
Charlotte West. 
Gale Sayers, one of the 
greatest and most-celebrated 
running hacks in the history of 
the NFL, was undisputably the 
most pro!Dinent fIgure ever to 
occupy the AD's chair at SIU-
C. 
Under Sayer's lea<recship, 
fund-raising reached an a11-
time~ 
While serving as SIU-C's 
AD, Sayers was elected into 
the NFL's Hall of Fame, which 
attracted even more attention 
and money to the SIU-C 
program. 
Like many before him, 
Sayers chose to move on due to 
major realignment in the 
university's system. 
Sayers accomplished much 
more than most are willing to 
acknowledge. 
After Sayers, came Lew 
Hartzog, one of the most 
successful coaches of any 
sport in SIU-C's history. 
See FIve Page 31 
